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Summary 

The international community set clear goals regarding the reduction of CO2 emissions 

and energy demand in the built environment. This drives research and building practice to 

search for solutions and new building concepts that contribute to achieving these goals. The 

work presented in this thesis should be seen in that context. This research focuses on a 

building concept that makes use of the thermal energy storage capacity of materials and 

buildings. The concept combines the thermophysical benefits of low and high thermal mass 

buildings by adapting (on demand) to the most optimal thermal mass. The main objective of 

this research is to identify if this so-called hybrid adaptable thermal energy storage (HATS) 

approach shows potential to reduce the energy demand of new lightweight residential 

buildings in the Netherlands and maintain or improve thermal comfort. This research is 

based on computational building performance simulation, i.e. using ‘virtual buildings’. A 

significant part of this research consists of defining an assessment methodology and 

developing a virtual test environment which can be used to study the performance of HATS 

concepts. 

The research starts with a literature review. The review is performed to get an 

overview of existing thermal energy storage methods that can be used in HATS concepts. 

Furthermore, it discusses how thermal energy storage methods can be used adaptable or 

made adaptable. Various adaptation approaches are identified and an overview of 

adaptation mechanisms is presented. The following four promising HATS concepts are 

defined based on the review (the concepts are grouped in passive and active operated 

concepts): 

1. Lightweight wall and ceiling constructions with PCMs (passive). 

2. High thermal storage wall with variable emissivity and absorptivity coating (passive). 

3. High thermal storage wall with dynamic insulation or movable insulation (active). 

4. PCM above lowered operable ceiling (active). 
 

Next, a performance assessment methodology is proposed to assess the 

performance of the promising HATS concepts. Since the predicted performance of each 

concept depends on the values of certain design parameters, it is necessary to include a 

design optimization method in the performance assessment methodology. Therefore a 

design optimization method is proposed which assesses the robustness of the design 

solutions to variations in building scenarios. The method selects the most robust performing 

design solution in a certain region of the Pareto front (curve with trade-off solutions). Since 
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the performance of active operated HATS concepts depends on their control strategy, it is 

necessary to include appropriate control strategies in the design optimization method. 

Based on literature review it is found that model predictive control is the appropriate 

strategy for the HATS concepts. The robustness assessment method for design optimization 

is also used in the model predictive controller to search for robust performing control 

sequences. Based on the performance assessment methodology, a virtual test environment 

for design and operation of HATS concepts is developed. The virtual test environment is 

based on the coupling of existing building simulation software (ESP-r) with software that 

can be used for design optimization and operation (Matlab). The coupling of both programs 

is facilitated by the middleware BCVTB. For this purpose, new subroutines are developed for 

ESP-r. Although the performance assessment methodology and the virtual test environment 

are developed for HATS concepts, both can be used for a wide range of other building 

concepts. 

Two references cases are defined before assessing the performance of the promising 

HATS concepts. The reference cases are a low thermal mass variant and high thermal mass 

variant of the same case study building; both variants are identical except for the wall, floor 

and ceiling constructions. The performance of the two reference cases is investigated. 

Simulation results show that for the investigated occupant scenarios (with an evening 

occupancy pattern), the low thermal mass building requires less heating energy (10% to 14%) 

during the year than the heavyweight building. This is caused by a short response time and 

the resulting shorter pre-heating period. Although, the low thermal mass building is sensitive 

to overheating problems, the results show that these problems can be alleviated with 

stricter blind control strategies or appropriate ventilation strategies. The results of this 

comparison are used as reference values in the performance comparison of the HATS 

concepts. 

The virtual test environment is used to assess the performance of the four HATS 

concepts. The results show that the third concept is Pareto dominant over the other 

concepts regarding the investigated performance indicators. Compared to the heavyweight 

reference case, the heating energy demand is reduced by 28%, while the total number of 

discomfort hours is increased by 13 wPPDh. These discomfort hours are distributed 

differently over the year; the heavyweight reference case shows discomfort mainly during 

the winter period, while the HATS concept shows discomfort during the summer period. The 

summer discomfort can be reduced with additional ventilation. Compared to the lightweight 

reference case, the heating energy demand is reduced with 26% and the weighted 

discomfort hours are reduced by 241 wPPDh. 
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This research shows that the HATS approach is able to reduce the heating energy 

demand, while improving thermal comfort compared to the lightweight reference case. 

However, the potential energy demand reduction of the HATS approach depends on the 

building scenario (occupant scenario and climate). For example, the occupancy pattern has a 

strong influence on the potential of adaptable thermal storage. In general, buildings which 

are used intermittently or during short periods benefit from adaptable thermal storage. 

Examples of such buildings are residential houses with people working during the day or 

hotel rooms. However, buildings which are used during long and constant periods benefit 

less from adaptable thermal storage. The potential energy demand reduction depends on 

the possibility of charging and discharging the storage material during the day, which is 

strongly influenced by the climate; the HATS concepts are more effective in climates with 

moderate or large temperature differences during the day (like the Dutch climate), than in 

climates with small temperature differences. This research also shows that the HATS 

approach is able to reduce the heating energy demand compared to the heavyweight 

reference case, while showing almost the same level of thermal comfort. Furthermore, it 

shows that a lightweight building with HATS requires a smaller heating capacity compared to 

the heavyweight reference case, which reduces the investment costs for the heating system. 

In conclusion, this research shows that it is possible to reach high levels of thermal 

comfort in lightweight buildings by using appropriate building designs (e.g. blinds and 

ventilation strategy) or by applying thermal energy storage techniques. The same high levels 

of thermal comfort can be achieved by applying HATS concepts; in addition to the comfort 

improvement, the HATS concepts will also reduce heating energy demands. Furthermore, 

the HATS concepts are able to adapt to changing occupant scenarios, thus maintaining 

optimal performance during the lifecycle of a building. 
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Nomenclature 

Symbols 

 robustness balance of a solution [o] 

 robustness vector angle of a solution [o] 

hpc enthalpy change at the phase change temperature [J·kg-1] 

distribution distribution efficiency [-] 

generation generation efficiency [-] 

supply supply efficiency [-] 

 thermal conductivity [W.m-1.K-1] 

 heat flow [W] 
 

am melted fraction of the storage material [-] 

cp specific heat capacity [J.kg-1.K-1] 

C heat storage capacity [J/K] 

Ceff effective thermal mass [kg.m-2] 

m mass of the storage medium [kg] 

Q stored heat [J] 

R robustness vector length of a solution [-] 

RC reference case 

RC+ improved reference case 

t time [s] 

Tf initial temperature [oC] 

Tf final temperature [oC] 

Tm melting temperature [oC] 

 

Acronyms 

ACH air change per hour 

BCVTB building controls virtual test bed 

BPS building performance simulation 



 

XII 

CABS climate adaptive building shells 

CFC complex fenestration construction 

DM decision maker 

DSM demand side management 

EPC energy performance coefficient 

HATS hybrid adaptable thermal storage 

MAD medium absolute deviation 

MCA Monte Carlo analysis 

MCDM multi-criteria decision making 

MPC model predictive control 

PCM phase change material 

PMV predicted mean vote 

PPD predicted percentage dissatisfied 

RSD relative standard deviation 

TABS thermally activated building system 

TES thermal energy storage 

wPPDh weighted PPD hours 
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Introduction  

1.1 Hybrid adaptable thermal energy storage in lightweight houses 

1.1.1 Reduction of energy use and CO2 emissions 

According to the International Energy Agency, the building sector must reduce its 

total CO2 emissions by 60% in 2050 in order to limit global temperature rise to 2oC [IEA, 2012]. 

Reduction of the use of fossil fuels in the built environment is an important step to meet 

these CO2 emission goals (recent figures about the energy use and CO2 emissions in the built 

environment are presented in the text box below). Therefore, the EU introduced the Energy 

Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) in 2003. The EPBD demands EU countries to 

reduce the energy use in new buildings. This resulted in strict energy performance 

regulations for new (residential) buildings. For example, the Dutch government introduced 

the EPC (energy performance coefficient) to enforce energy saving measures in new 

buildings; low EPC values correspond to highly energy efficient buildings. In 2011, the EPC 

was set to 0.6, which forces building designers to use high levels of thermal insulation (Rc 

values of at least 3.5 m2K/W) and high energy efficient boilers. In addition, detached and 

semi-detached houses require solar collectors to (pre)heat domestic hot water or ground 

source heat pumps [AgentschapNL, 2013]. The goal of the Dutch government is to reach 

energy neutral dwellings in 2020; therefore, the EPC will be set to 0.0 in 2020. This means 

that these future dwellings need to be energy efficient and energy producing, which poses a 

great challenge for the building industry. 

The EPC focuses only on energy use in the operational phase of buildings, however 

the construction and demolition phase of buildings also contribute to the total energy use 

and CO2 emission of buildings. To this purpose green building rating tools (e.g. BREEAM and 

LEED) are developed; these tools assess the sustainability of the whole building lifecycle. For 

instance, most of these tools also evaluate the reuse of building materials and management 

of waste materials at the construction site [Haapio and Viitaniemi, 2008]. In the Netherlands, 

the use of these rating tools is not enforced by the building codes; nonetheless, the use of 
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these tools is increasing among building designers. As a result, these designers need to 

reconsider the conventional building concepts, since it might be more sustainable to use an 

alternative concept. 
 

Research and building practice are searching for solutions or new building concepts 

that contribute to achieving the mentioned energy and CO2 emission goals. The work 

presented in this thesis should be seen in the same context. The research focuses on new 

building concepts that make use of the thermal energy storage capacity of materials and 

buildings. The scope is narrowed down to solutions for residential houses in the 

Netherlands; the general concept is discussed in the next section. A significant part of this 

research consists of defining an assessment methodology and developing a virtual test 

environment which can be used to study the performance of these new building concepts. 
 

Energy use and CO2 emission in the residential building sector 

The building sector consumed approximately 32% of the global final energy use in 2009 and was 

responsible for 15% of all direct energy-related CO2 emissions from final energy consumers (26% 

when indirect emissions for electricity and heat generation are included) [IEA, 2012]. In 2008, 

the Dutch building sector (services and residential) consumed 34% of the total Dutch final 

energy consumption and was responsible for 28% of the total Dutch CO2 emissions [ECN, 2013] 

(Figures 1.1 and 1.2). The residential sector used 51% of the building sector’s energy consumption. 

This consisted of 73% natural gas, 21% electricity, and 5% derived/waste heat; natural gas 

consumption is used for space heating (80%), domestic hot water (18%) and cooking (2%). 

  
Figure 1.1: Percentages per sector of the total 
energy use in the Netherlands in 2008. Based on 
data from ECN [2013]. 

Figure 1.2: Percentages per sector of the total CO2 
emissions in the Netherlands in 2008. Based on data 
from ECN [2013]. 

1.1.2 Hybrid adaptable thermal energy storage 

The thermal storage capacity of a building is closely related to the chosen material of 

the structural frame. Various materials can be used for the structural frame of a building; the 
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most common materials are steel, wood, masonry and concrete. Steel and wood are 

generally categorized as lightweight constructions with a construction weight of around 100 

kg/m2 floor surface area, while masonry and concrete are categorized as heavyweight 

constructions with a weight of around 500 kg/m2 floor surface area. From a thermophysical 

perspective the main difference between lightweight and heavyweight constructions is the 

difference in effective thermal mass; the effective thermal mass describes the effective 

thermal storage capacity of the materials used in a building (a definition is given in the text 

box below). Typically, buildings with lightweight constructions have a lower effective 

thermal mass than buildings with heavyweight constructions. This difference in effective 

thermal mass influences building performance regarding heating energy demand and 

thermal comfort: 

 Buildings with low effective thermal mass show a fast response to temperature and 

heat flux excitations (Figure 1.3). This fast response shortens the pre-heating period of 

buildings compared to buildings with higher effective thermal mass. This results in 

lower heating energy demands when the building needs to be heated to a higher 

temperature. However, due to their fast response, buildings with low effective thermal 

mass are also sensitive to overheating. Though, it is possible to reduce this sensitivity 

through proper building design, e.g. blinds, overhangs. 

 Buildings with high effective thermal mass show a slow response to temperature and 

heat flux excitations (Figure 1.3). This slow response delays and reduces peak 

temperatures, which reduces the risk of overheating. However, this also means that it 

requires more time to heat the building to a higher temperature, which results in higher 

heating energy demands when the building cools down due to intermittent building use. 

 
Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the difference in thermal behavior of buildings with low and high 
effective thermal mass. 
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Simplified 

ISSO [2011] gives the following simplified method to calculate t

of a building:

퐶

where fc is a reduction factor for covering materials (e.g. carp

walls, ceiling and floor (excluding doors and windows) [m

mass of a wall, ceiling or floor [kg] (e.g. materials to a depth of 60mm are regarded as active 

mass in brick or concrete building elements). Figure 1.4 shows three examples of buildings with 

different construction materials and th

equation 1.1. The building with C

Ceff of 100 kg/m

the effective thermal storage capacity of a building. Detailed dynamic thermal modeling and 

simulation is able to give more accurate predictions of the effective thermal mass. From here on 

in this thesis, effective thermal mass is referred to as thermal mass.
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two or more of these concepts in one (hybrid) building concept. Therefore, the term hybrid 

adaptable thermal storage (HATS) concept is used in this thesis. 

1.1.3 Lightweight building constructions 

This research focuses on HATS concepts that can be used in combination with 

lightweight constructions. Lightweight constructions are not commonly used for residential 

buildings in the Netherlands; heavyweight concrete and masonry building constructions are 

traditionally the dominant construction method. However, according to various recent 

studies, lightweight constructions are an interesting alternative. In these studies, the 

environmental impact of lightweight and heavyweight structural materials for the whole 

building lifecycle is investigated using life cycle analysis (LCA). Cole [1999] finds that wood 

and steel frame buildings use less energy and produce less CO2 emissions during 

construction compared to concrete buildings. Xing et al. [2008] compare steel frame 

buildings to concrete buildings and confirm Cole’s findings for steel frame buildings. Other 

researchers suggest that the use of wood as construction material has the potential to 

reduce global CO2 emissions [Buchanan and Levine, 1999, Gustavsson and Sathre, 2005]. 

Goverse et al. [2001] argue that using wood as construction material for Dutch houses could 

reduce CO2 emissions by almost 50% compared to traditi0nal constructions. Vefago and 

Avellaneda [2013] argue that the recyclability of wood and steel frame buildings is higher 

than concrete structures, which increases the sustainability of these building designs. In 

general, the findings of these LCA studies should be handled with care, since the results may 

be influenced by the building location and available resources. However, these studies 

clearly indicate that lightweight constructions should not be overlooked in the design 

process (certainly with the CO2 emission goals in mind). This is also true for specific 

retrofitting cases, e.g. top-up extensions. Lightweight constructions can be used for these 

extensions without the need to change the building’s foundations. In the Netherlands these 

sort of retrofitting methods are interesting due to high prices for building estates. Other 

specific buildings cases that are well suited for lightweight constructions are for example 

temporary and floating buildings. 

1.2 Objective and research questions 

The main objective of this research is to identify if the HATS approach shows 

potential to reduce the energy demand of new lightweight residential buildings in the 

Netherlands (with the 2020-goal in mind) and maintain or improve thermal comfort. The 

latter is important, since it is assumed that building occupants would not easily accept 
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solutions that would compromise thermal comfort. It is hypothesized that the HATS 

approach is able to reduce the energy demand and increase thermal comfort in lightweight 

Dutch residential buildings. 

This research is the first step of the HATS approach along a potential technology 

development pathway (discovery, development, demonstration and deployment) and 

should therefore be seen as a scoping study or pre-feasibility study. This scoping study is 

based on computational building performance simulation, i.e. using ‘virtual buildings’, and it 

should determine if the HATS approach shows enough potential to justify further study, e.g. 

by measurements in a mock-up. 

The following research questions are defined: 

1. Which (hybrid) adaptable thermal energy storage concepts are promising concepts 

for Dutch residential buildings? 

a. Which thermal energy storage methods are available for residential 

buildings? 

b. Which of these storage methods are suitable to be used in (hybrid) 

adaptable thermal energy storage concepts? 

c. Which principles or approaches can be used to achieve adaptation of 

these storage methods? 

2. How to assess the performance of (hybrid) adaptable thermal energy storage 

concepts? 

a. Which simulation methods are suitable to assess the performance of the 

concepts? 

b. The predicted performance depends on the design of the concepts; how 

to optimize the design of the concepts? 

c. Adaptation implies that some kind of operational strategy is required; 

how to operate the concepts? 

3. What is the performance of the most promising (hybrid) adaptable thermal energy 

storage concepts compared to conventional lightweight and heavyweight 

buildings? 

a. What is the performance of conventional lightweight and heavyweight 

buildings? 

b. What is the performance of the most promising (hybrid) adaptable 

thermal energy storage concepts? 
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1.3 Research methodology 

A literature review was performed to get an overview of existing thermal energy 

storage methods for residential buildings. The review was focused on thermal energy 

storage methods that can be used in HATS concepts. Another objective of the review was to 

identify which principles and mechanisms can be used to make adaptation of thermal energy 

storage possible. The results of this review were used to define promising HATS concepts. 

The next step in this research was to define a methodology to assess the 

performance of the promising HATS concepts. Since the predicted performance of each 

concept depends on the values of certain design parameters, it was necessary to include a 

design optimization method in the performance assessment methodology. This design 

optimization method made it possible to investigate the optimal performance of the HATS 

concepts. Since this research is based on computational building performance simulation (as 

mentioned in the previous section), it was important to investigate model uncertainties. 

Therefore, the design optimization method needed to include techniques to assess model 

and scenario uncertainties. Since the performance of active operated HATS concepts 

depends on their control strategy, it was necessary to include appropriate control strategies 

in the design optimization method. For this purpose, a literature review was performed to 

investigate which control strategy was most appropriate for HATS concepts. This control 

strategy was included in the performance assessment methodology. 

As mentioned above, computational building performance simulation is the main 

method that is used to assess the potential of the HATS concepts. Therefore, a simulation 

framework has been proposed based on the performance assessment methodology. This 

simulation framework was implemented in a building performance simulation tool; resulting 

in a virtual test environment. In the virtual test environment, co-simulation was used to 

couple building performance simulation software to controller software. 

The virtual test environment is used to investigate the performance of the promising 

HATS concepts for a case study building. Reference values were defined by investigating the 

performance of a lightweight and a heavyweight variant of the case study building; both 

variants are identical except for the wall, floor and ceiling constructions. These reference 

values are used in the performance comparison of the HATS concepts. 

1.4 Thesis outline 

The thesis is structured as follows: 
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 Chapter 2 gives a concise overview of thermal energy storage methods used in 

buildings. Furthermore, it discusses how these methods can be used or made 

adaptable. The chapter concludes with a description of four promising HATS 

concepts which are investigated in this thesis. 

 Chapter 3 defines the design optimization and operation methods which are used 

to assess the potential of the HATS concepts. The chapter concludes with an 

overview of the performance assessment methodology. 

 Chapter 4 describes the virtual test environment which is developed to implement 

the performance assessment methodology. 

 Chapter 5 describes the case study building, uncertainties and scenarios that are 

used in this research. 

 Chapter 6 compares the performance of a lightweight and a heavyweight variant 

of the case study building (described in Chapter 5). The results of this comparison 

are used as reference values in the performance assessment of the HATS concepts 

in Chapter 7. 

 Chapter 7 investigates the potential of the promising HATS concepts. 

 Chapter 8 summarizes and concludes this research; furthermore, it identifies 

directions for future research opportunities. 
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Hybrid adaptable thermal storage 

2.1 Introduction 

The main part of this chapter gives a concise overview of thermal energy storage 

methods used in buildings. Furthermore, it discusses how these methods can be used or 

made adaptable. The chapter concludes with the definition of four promising HATS 

concepts; these concepts are investigated in this thesis. Before the overview of thermal 

energy storage methods is given, the results are discussed of a study that gives a preliminary 

indication of the potential of adaptable thermal storage. This study is performed to justify 

the work in this chapter and the following chapters. The full study is described in Appendix 

A. 

The preliminary potential study uses two approaches to investigate the potential of 

adaptable thermal storage. The first approach investigates the potential using a simplified 

adaptable thermal storage model (Appendix A.1). The model represents a fictitious, idealized 

adaptable thermal storage concept. The model switches between two extreme building 

cases (lightweight and heavyweight) and chooses the building variant with the lowest 

discomfort (primary criterium) and lowest heating energy demand (secondary criterium) on 

a monthly, weekly or daily frequency. The second approach uses optimization techniques to 

assess the optimal (effective) thermal mass of a case study building for each season (see 

Appendix A.2). The optimal thermal mass of each room in the case study building is 

calculated for two occupancy patterns: ‘evening’ and ‘day & evening’ occupancy. It is 

assumed that if the optimal thermal mass changes per season, then this indicates that the 

adaptable thermal storage concept shows a certain potential. The main findings of both 

approaches are summarized below: 

 The results of the simplified adaptation model show that adaptable thermal 

storage provides the same level of thermal comfort during cold periods as a 

lightweight reference case, however, without the need for additional fan energy 

during warm periods. The results also show that adaptable thermal storage 

provides the same level of thermal comfort as a heavyweight reference case, but 
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without the need for additional heating energy during start-up periods. 

Furthermore, the preliminary study shows that adaptable thermal storage 

increases the performance robustness regarding thermal discomfort. 

 The optimization results show that each room has a unique optimal thermal mass 

depending on its orientation, floor level and occupant scenario (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). 

Furthermore, the optimal thermal mass shows to be sensitive to the change of 

seasons. This indicates that the adaptable thermal storage concept shows 

potential. 

 The results show that the occupancy pattern has a strong influence on the 

potential of an adaptable storage capacity. A building which is used intermittently 

or during short periods will benefit from adaptable thermal storage. However, a 

building which is used during long and constant periods benefits less from 

adaptable thermal storage. 

 The results show that the potential depends on the thermal resistance of the 

external façade. The lowest investigated thermal resistance (Rc = 3 m2K/W) shows 

the highest potential; this is caused by stronger indoor temperature fluctuations 

due to the lower thermal resistance. 

  
Figure 2.1: Simulated results of the optimal effective 
thermal mass (Ceff) of a case study building with five 
zones (zone A, B, C, D and E) and an ‘evening’ 
occupancy pattern. 

Figure 2.2: Simulated results of the optimal 
effective thermal mass (Ceff) of a case study building 
with five zones (zone A, B, C, D and E) and a ‘day & 
evening’ occupancy pattern. 

Both approaches contain simplifications that influence the results, e.g. discharging 

effects of the storage medium in isolation are not considered; more modeling simplifications 

are discussed in Appendix A.3. Nonetheless, the results indicate that the adaptable thermal 

storage concept shows potential, which justifies a more in depth investigation. Therefore, in 

this chapter, it is investigated how realistic adaptable thermal storage concepts could look 

like. Then, in the following chapters, more advanced modeling methods are introduced that 

resolve the mentioned limitations of the simplified modeling approach. 
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capabilities of a material to store thermal energy are described using the following material 

properties: 

 Volumetric thermal capacity (·cp), which quantifies the amount of sensible thermal 

energy that can be stored per unit volume of the material. 

 Thermal diffusivity (·-1·cp
-1), which is a measure of the speed at which the material 

will react to environmental temperature changes. 

 Thermal effusivity (··cp)1/2, which is a measure of the ability of the surface 

temperature to respond to a change of the heat flow density at the surface, i.e., 

the thermal effusivity quantifies how easily heat can be absorbed at the surface. 

In the built environment commonly used materials for sensible thermal storage are 

water, rock, bricks, concrete and soil. In Table 2.1 some materials and their properties are 

presented. It shows that the volumetric thermal capacity of water (with 4.2·106 J·m-3·K-1) is 

more than twice as large as the capacity of the other materials (with 1.3 to 1.9·106 J·m-3·K-1). 

This high thermal capacity makes water a widely used storage medium (moreover, it is cheap 

and non-toxic). In the next paragraphs, some examples are given of direct and indirect 

coupled sensible TES systems used in buildings. 

Table 2.1: Overview of some common building materials and their characteristics. 
Material Density 

() 
Specific 

heat 
capacity 

(cp) 

Thermal 
conductivity 

() 

Volumetric 
thermal 
capacity 

(.cp) 

Thermal 
diffusivity 

(·-1·cp
-1) 

Thermal 
effusivity 
(··cp)1/2 

 [kg.m-3] [J.kg-1.K-1] [W.m-1.K-1] [106.J.m-3.K-1] [10-6.m2.s] [W.s1/2.m-2.K-1] 

Brick 1600 - 1900 840 0.6 – 0.7 1.3 – 1.6 0.44 - 0.46 898 – 1057 
Concrete (light) 1600 - 1900 840 0.7 – 0.9 1.3 – 1.6 0.54 - 0.56 970 – 1198 
Glass 2500 840 0.8 2.1 0.38 1296 
Mineral insulation 
materials 

10 - 40 1470 0.035 0.01 – 0.06 3.50 23 
Sand-lime brick 1000 - 1400 840 0.5 – 0.7 0.8 – 1.2 0.63 - 0.58 648 - 907 
Soil 1450 - 1780 840 0.8 – 2.0 1.2 – 1.5 0.67 - 1.33 987 - 1729 
Water 988  4200 0.6 4.2 0.14 1578 
Wood 550 - 800 1880 0.14 – 0.23 1.0 – 1.5 0.14 - 0.15 380 - 588 

 

2.2.1.1 Building applications: direct thermal coupling 

Building elements with high thermal mass 

In buildings, the term effective thermal mass (from here on referred to as thermal 

mass) is used to describe the thermal storage capacity of building elements (e.g. floors, 

walls, ceilings) which is effectively used for thermal storage (mainly during diurnal cycles). 

According to literature [Walsh et al., 2006; Balaras, 1996; Braun, 2003] materials with high 

volumetric heat capacity, high thermal diffusivity, high thermal effusivity, moderate 

conductivity and high infra-red emissivity are most effective to use as thermal mass in 
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buildings. To make effective use of the thermal mass, the storage material should not be 

covered with other materials (i.e. not insulated) and convective heat transfer by means of 

airflow should be possible. 

Concrete and brick are commonly used to increase the thermal mass of a building (Figure 

2.4), but there are also examples of buildings using water filled containers in wall 

constructions (Figure 2.5); so-called water walls [Bainbridge, 1981; Marsh, 2010]. 

  Figure 2.4: Carton Levert House in Ireland 
(MacGabhann Architects). The house is made of 
lightweight timber and a concrete core to store 
heat. 

Figure 2.5: Thermal mass using water filled 
containers in Marsh House Two [Marsh, 2010]. 

Trombe wall 

The classic Trombe wall (Figure 2.6) consists of a massive wall and a glazed façade 

with an air cavity in between [Trombe, 1977; Sebald et al., 1979; Chan et al., 2010]. The wall 

absorbs and stores solar radiation entering through the glazing. A part of the absorbed heat 

flows through the wall by conduction and thus increases the wall’s surface temperature in 

the room. The heated wall also increases the air temperature in the cavity, which induces 

airflow due to buoyancy effects. The heated air flows from the cavity into the room, while 

cold air flows from the room to the cavity. 

The classic Trombe wall has some disadvantages. First of all, the low thermal 

resistance of the wall results in excessive heat losses. Furthermore, inverse thermo-syphon 

phenomena occur when the wall is colder than the indoor temperature, e.g., during night, 

winter days or cloudy days. Moreover, fluctuating solar irradiation causes temperature 

fluctuations and thus influences the airflow. These challenges diminish the performance of 

this classic design. 

Thermally activated building system (TABS) 

The thermal mass of building elements can be ‘activated’ by pumping cold or warm 

fluid (e.g. water) through a piping system embedded in the building elements [Lehmann, et 

al., 2007]. Activated building elements can store more energy per unit volume and thus 
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require less volume than passive systems. Thus, an activated thin concrete floor mimics the 

storage behavior of a heavyweight floor. Moreover, the storage capacity of the activated 

floor can be controlled with the fluid temperature and fluid flow. 

2.2.1.2 Building applications: indirect thermal coupling 

The storage medium can be placed in thermally insulated storage containers or tanks 

inside the building. The storage medium can also be placed outside the building, e.g., 

underground (aquifer thermal storage, Figure 2.7, or borehole thermal storage) or on the 

surface (solar ponds, rock beds). 

 

Figure 2.6: Classic Trombe wall (figure based on 
[Chan et al., 2010]).  

Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of aquifer 
thermal storage [www.iea-eces.org]. 

2.2.2 Latent thermal storage 

It is also possible to store thermal energy in latent form using the phase change of 

materials. A material in solid phase will change to liquid phase when its temperature rises to 

the material’s phase change temperature (melting temperature, Tm). During the phase 

change, the material will absorb energy and maintain a (nearly) constant temperature 

around Tm (Figure 2.8). When the temperature decreases to the phase change temperature, 

the material changes back to solid phase and releases the stored energy. Materials used for 

storing energy in latent form, so-called phase change materials (PCMs), should have a high 

heat of fusion or specific melting enthalpy (i.e. the energy needed for the phase change per 

unit mass) and a phase change temperature within the operating temperature of the 

thermal system (e.g. for most building applications between 0oC and 100oC) [Mehling and 

Cabeza, 2008]. The amount of heat stored in PCMs is given by: 

Q = m·(cp solid·(Tm- Ti) + am·Δhpc + cp liquid·(Tf- Tm)) [J] (2.2)

where Ti is initial temperature [oC], Tm is melting temperature [oC], Tf is final temperature 

[oC], m is mass of the PCM [kg], cp is specific heat [J·kg-1·K-1], am is melted fraction of the 

material [-] and hpc is the enthalpy change at the phase change temperature [J·kg-1]. 

http://www.iea-eces.org
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with the environment. Macro-encapsulation consists of containers of several milliliters to 

several liters in bags made of metal or plastic. Micro-encapsulation consists of the 

capsulation of particles of 1 micrometer to 1000 micrometer in diameter with a solid shell 

(Figure 2.10) [Schossig et al., 2005]. It is possible to encapsulate both paraffins and salt-

hydrates. 

Table 2.2: Comparison of organic PCMs and inorganic PCMs for heat storage within the phase change 
temperature range applicable to this research. 

 Paraffins (organics) Salt-hydrates (inorganics) 
Advantages No corrosion Good conductivity 
 Non-toxic Cheap 
 No subcooling Non-flammable 
 Chemical and thermal stability  
   Disadvantages Low thermal conductivity Subcooling 
 Flammable Corrosion 
  Phase separation, lack of thermal stability 

2.2.2.1 Building applications: direct thermal coupling 

Encapsulated PCMs can be used to increase the thermal capacity of building 

materials and elements, like plaster, concrete or gypsum boards. (Figure 2.11) [Schossig et 

al., 2005; Hunger et al., 2009]. Therefore, the applications discussed for sensible thermal 

storage can be ‘flavored’ with PCMs. By using PCMs, it is possible to decrease the total 

system’s weight, while maintaining its performance. This weight reduction makes it possible 

to keep the total building’s mass lightweight, which is ideal for, e.g., retrofitting purposes or 

top-up building extensions. 

2.2.2.2 Building applications: indirect thermal coupling 

PCMs can also be used to increase the thermal capacity of heat and cold storage 

units, e.g. tanks [Zhu et al., 2009; Sharma et al., 2009]. Another application is phase change 

slurries (PCS) in which microencapsulated PCMs are dispersed in a fluid [Hauer et al., 2005; 

Delgado et al., 2012]. These fluids can be used as a thermal storage medium or as a heat 

transfer fluid to replace conventional heat transfer fluids, like water, in heating and cooling 

applications. Vorbeck et al. [2013] show with experiments that depending on the operating 

temperature range, their PCS can store twice the amount of energy compared to water. This 

makes it possible to reduce the mass flow, which potentially reduces pumping energy. 

However, this energy reduction is counterbalanced by the extra pumping energy that is 

required due to the higher viscosity of PCS compared to water, which reduces the net 

energy reduction. 
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systems, some problems need to be addressed, e.g. the materials tend to form a gel
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balance. This heat balance gives the temperature change of a storage medium, e.g. a heavy 

concrete wall, over time: 

퐶 ∙
푑푇
푑푡 = 	 휑 + 휑 + 휑 	+ 휑  [W] (2.3) 

with temperature T in [K], time t in seconds, heat flows 휑 (convection, conduction, radiation 

and injection) in [W] and heat capacity C in [J/K]. This heat balance presents two general 

principles to influence the amount of stored energy: 

1. Change the physical storage capacity of the storage medium, i.e. change 퐶. 

2. Influence the energy transfer to and from the storage medium, i.e. change the heat 

flows 휑. 

Both adaptation principles can be applied to direct and indirect thermally coupled TES 

methods, however the implementation and the ease of implementing the principles will be 

different. From here on the concepts that can be used to perform adaptation are called 

adaptation mechanisms. In the next paragraphs various adaptation mechanisms are 

introduced. 

2.3.1 Change heat storage capacity 

The storage medium’s heat storage capacity 퐶 is given by 퐶 = 	푚 ∙ 푐, in which 푚 is 

the storage medium’s mass in kg and 푐 is the medium’s specific heat capacity in J.kg-1.K-1. 

Thus, there are two ways to change the storage capacity: change the medium’s mass or 

change its specific heat capacity. The possibility of implementing those depends on the type 

of storage medium. For example, when fluids are used as storage medium in a tank, it is 

relatively easy to change the mass of the fluid in the tank by removing or adding fluid 

from/to the tank. For solids it is more difficult or practically not feasible to (re)move a part of 

the storage medium, e.g. in some building applications the solid will be part of a building 

construction (Trombe wall). 

2.3.2 Influence heat transfer 

TES methods with an indirect thermal coupling are coupled to the building by means 

of a distribution system, which consists of pipes and ducts through which a transfer medium 

(e.g. water, PCS or air) flows. This distribution system makes it relatively easy using 

conventional techniques to control the energy transfer to the storage medium. For example, 

it is possible to control the flow rate or temperature of the transfer medium to the storage 

medium using valves and pumps. 
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TES methods with a direct thermal coupling lack a distribution system. This makes it 

more difficult to control the stored energy. However, it is possible to influence heat transfer 

to the storage medium by influencing at least one of the three heat transfer mechanisms 

(convection, conduction, radiation). Below, various adaptation mechanisms are introduced 

for each heat transfer mechanism. These mechanisms can also be used to influence heat 

transfer to the injection/extraction device of the indirect coupled TES methods. 

Convection 

Convective heat transfer can be influenced by using fans to increase (or support) the 

airflow. Forced convection in combination with night ventilation significantly increases the 

cooling capacity of the thermal mass. Geros [1999] shows that for a high thermal mass 

building, the internal temperature during the next day can be reduced by 3°C when using 

night ventilation. The reduction in overheating hours varies between 39% and 96% for 

(forced) air flows between 10 and 30 air changes per hour. [Balaras, 1996] recommends an 

hourly ventilation rate of 90 m3·h-1 per m2 floor area. 

Webb et al. [2011] propose the idea of a biomimetic façade based on animal fur. The 

‘fur’ consists of artificial fibers of which the angle with the façade can be altered. According 

to their models this artificial ‘fur’ is able to influence convective heat transfer at the façade. 

Conduction 

Conductive heat transfer to the storage medium can be controlled by installing an 

interface construction in front of the storage medium. The interface construction can be 

used to thermally insulate the storage medium from the room when it is not needed and vice 

versa. Ideally, this interface would consist of an insulation material which is able to switch 

between states of low and high conductivity. The idea of such a dynamic insulation material 

(DIM) is proposed in literature [Jelle et al., 2010; Jelle, 2011] as a building material of the 

future (beyond the state-of-the-art). Next to this fictive material, various existing concepts 

are found in literature. Some of these concepts are used for the façade, however, the same 

principles can be used indoors. 

Thermodiodes are devices based on the thermosyphon effect and allow the heat to 

flow in only one direction (Figure 2.13). Chun and Chen [2002] propose a bi-directional 

thermodiode (Figure 2.14), which makes it possible to alter the flow direction. This makes it 

possible to direct the heat flow to the wall during a summer day and reverse the heat flow 

when the stored energy is needed. Rylewski [2005] proposes a system based on the same 

principle, but with a different implementation. Al-Nimr et al. [2009] propose a ‘smart 

insulation’ system for walls which is also based on fluids. Their system consists of two gaps 

filled with fluids and a movable partition between the gaps. The fluid in the first gap has a 
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 Operation: Two properties related to the operation of the mechanisms are defined: 

operation type and the available operation modes. 

o Operation type describes how the mechanism is operated: active or 

passive operation. Active operation means that the mechanism is part of a 

larger system containing sensors and a controller; the controller actuates 

the adaptation mechanism based on sensed control variables. Passive 

operation means that the mechanism actuates itself without the help of 

external sensors or controllers. 

o Operation modes indicate how many system states the mechanism can 

provide. For example, a system that can be turned on or off has two 

discrete states. A system can also have more states in between or it can 

be continuous. 

 Compatible storage medium: This property describes the various storage mediums 

that are compatible with the mechanism. Not all adaptation mechanisms can be 

combined with all types of thermal storage (sensible, latent, thermo-chemical) or 

types of storage mediums (water, concrete, etc.). 

 Availability: This property describes the availability of each mechanism. Some 

mechanisms are based on existing technologies or commercially available products 

and materials, while other mechanisms depend on materials or products that are 

still under research and development. 

 Complexity: This property gives an estimated quantitative score of the relative 

number of system components and control variables. This property also indicates 

the feasibility of implementing the mechanism in a building. 

Table 2.3 gives a short overview of the mechanisms that are discussed in the mentioned 

technical report. Sixteen mechanisms are listed. Five mechanisms use variable heat storage 

capacity as adaptation principle. Eleven mechanisms use heat transfer intervention as 

adaptation principle of which two mechanisms use convection to influence heat transfer, 

five mechanisms use conduction and four mechanisms use radiation. Fourteen mechanisms 

are actively controlled and two mechanisms are passive. PCMs are also listed as adaptation 

mechanisms. Basically, PCMs can be seen as a TES method with an apparent variable heat 

capacity, since the actual (latent) heat capacity of the materials is not changed. 
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Table 2.3: Overview of adaptation mechanisms and their properties. 

 Name Adaptation 
principle 

Heat 
transfer 

mechanism 

Operation 
type Availability 

Complexity 
[1=low, 
5=high] 

1. Fans and valves Heat transfer 
intervention Convection Active Available, 

conventional technology 1 

2. Biomimetic façade based on 
animal fur 

Heat transfer 
intervention Convection Active Difficult implementation, 

research phase 4 

3. Variable emissivity coating Heat transfer 
intervention Radiation Passive Research phase 1 

4. Switchable glazing Heat transfer 
intervention Radiation Active Commercially available 2 

5. 
Rotating stripes with highly 
absorptive and highly 
reflective side 

Heat transfer 
intervention Radiation Active Feasible, 

simple technology 3 

6. Blinds, Curtains, Shading Heat transfer 
intervention Radiation Active Available, 

conventional technology 2 

7. Dynamic insulation material 
(DIM) 

Heat transfer 
intervention Conduction Active Promising idea, early 

research phase 2 

8. 
Smart insulation using two 
fluids with different 
conductivities 

Heat transfer 
intervention Conduction Active Complex system, research 

phase 5 

9. Switchable insulation using 
metal hydride in panel 

Heat transfer 
intervention Conduction Active Complex system, 

research phase 5 

10. Movable insulation Heat transfer 
intervention Conduction Active Feasible, 

simple technology 2 

11. Bi-directional thermodiode Heat transfer 
intervention Conduction Active Feasible, 

Research phase 4 

12. Variable liquid mass Variable 
capacity - Active Feasible, 

simple technology 2 

13. Pressurized chamber with 
PCM 

Variable 
capacity - Active Complex system, 

Research phase 4 

14. Water tank with pivoted 
partition 

Variable 
capacity - Active Feasible, 

simple technology 3 

15. Movable storage medium Variable 
capacity - Active Feasible, complex 

implementation 5 

16. Phase change materials 
Variable 

(apparent) 
capacity  

- Passive Commercially available 1 

 

2.4 Concluding remarks 

This chapter provided a short overview of TES methods that can be used in buildings. 

Furthermore, possibilities to achieve adaptation of these TES methods are presented and 

various adaptation mechanisms are discussed. This section concludes the chapter by 

discussing several issues to consider when designing an adaptable thermal storage system 

for a building. Furthermore, the HATS concepts that are investigated in this thesis are 

defined. 
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Design optimization and operation of hybrid adaptable 

thermal storage concepts 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the methods used in the performance assessment 

methodology for HATS concepts. As discussed in the previous chapter, the operation of 

HATS concepts is either passive or active. Therefore, the proposed methodology needs to be 

applicable to both types of concepts. Since the control strategy of the active HATS concepts 

will affect the design optimization, it is important to choose an appropriate control strategy 

for the active concepts. This is discussed first in this chapter; subsequently the design 

optimization method is introduced. The chapter concludes with an overview of the 

performance assessment methodology. 

3.1.1 Design optimization and operation of active concepts 

Active HATS concepts are systems which are fully integrated in a building, so-called 

integrated building and systems concepts. Dynamic daylight and shading systems [Jelle et al., 

2012] are other examples of such integrated concepts. These integrated concepts aim to 

take advantage of the (multiple) interactions between the building shape and structure, the 

ambient conditions, occupant behavior and building services. This high degree of complex, 

dynamic and non-linear interactions serves as a basic working principle for these concepts, 

however, it also introduces challenges in the design process [Kolokotsa et al., 2011]. Some of 

these challenges can be attributed to the stronger dependency between design decisions 

and operational performance as compared to ‘conventional’ building concepts. 

The design of a building (e.g. building orientation, glazing percentage, etc.) will 

always have some influence on the performance space that a building controller can 

explore. This influence is stronger for integrated concepts (since these are part of the 

building design) than for other concepts. Therefore, there is a higher risk for integrated 

concepts that unfavorable design decisions (e.g. based on intuition and rules of thumb) will 
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limit the opportunities for control optimization, which may result in lower than expected 

performance [Torcellini et al., 2004]. 

Therefore, especially for integrated building and system concepts, it is important to 

take realistic control strategies into account during the design phase. Experimenting with 

different strategies helps to gain better understanding of the relations between the building 

and the operational strategy. This may help in refining the design, so that the concept may 

show its true potential. The most appropriate control strategies for active HATS concepts 

are discussed below. 

3.1.2 State of the art in building control 

Often, building energy management systems use rule-based control strategies. These 

strategies are based on a series of rules using ‘if <condition>, then <action>’-structures. 

Typically threshold values are used for the condition. An example is the following simple set 

of rules for blinds control: 

 If solar irradiation > 300 W/m2 then close blinds 
 If solar irradiation < 250 W/m2 then open blinds 

Rule-based control strategies are reactive to changes in their environment [Kolokotsa 

et al., 2009, Gyalistras et al., 2010]. In contrast to these reactive strategies, predictive control 

strategies are able to anticipate changes by using models to predict the behavior of the 

building, its subsystems and relevant disturbances (e.g. weather conditions and occupant 

behavior) [Kolokotsa et al., 2009, Clarke et al., 2002]. These strategies are so-called model 

predictive control strategies. In a model predictive controller it is described what the 

controller should achieve (e.g. minimizing energy demand while maintaining comfort) 

without defining how the controller should do this. This is a clear advantage over rule-based 

controllers, especially when systems are too complicated for an expert to define a good set 

of rules [Gyalistras et al., 2010]. This applies to integrated building and system concepts, and 

especially to slow responding systems like HATS. 

Figure 3.1 shows a conceptual framework by Gyalistras et al. [2010] in which they 

indicate the potential performance (theoretical and realistic) of a predictive control strategy 

compared to conventional rule-based control strategies (the reference controller). The 

performance bound is the performance of a fictional controller which has perfect knowledge 

of the controlled systems’ dynamics and all future disturbances. Therefore, the performance 

of this controller defines an absolute benchmark (the performance bound), since no real 

controllers will perform better. 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic overview of two consecutive control sequence optimizations in the MPC. The 
optimization horizon comprises three control signals and the control horizon of one signal. The 
implemented control signals are indicated with a bold line; the optimized control signals in the 
optimization horizon are indicated with a grey line.  

The performance of the MPC depends on several aspects: 

 The chosen model that is used to predict the building performance. This is 

discussed in Chapter 4. 

 The optimization horizon length and the control horizon length. The optimal length 

for both horizons will differ per case study, e.g. depending on the system’s time 

constants and the disturbances. Therefore, these are investigated per case study in 

Chapter 7. 

 The chosen optimization method and objective function. These aspects are 

described in this chapter. 

 The goal of this research is to estimate a realistic potential performance of the 

HATS concepts, thus it is necessary to introduce realistic disturbances in the MPC 

controller (i.e., the ‘transition from perfect models to real world’, see Figure 3.1). 

Therefore, in the case studies, disturbances are introduced in weather predictions 

and occupant behavior; the disturbances are described in Chapter 5. 
 

As mentioned in the Introduction, the proposed methods are used in a 

computational building performance simulation framework. Therefore, in the next section, 

first it is discussed which sort of uncertainties exist in building simulation. Then, it is 

discussed how these uncertainties can be quantified and how this information can be 
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integrated in a design optimization method. It is also shown how this method can be used in 

the HATS control strategy. 

3.2 Uncertainties in building simulation 

In general, predictions of simulation models contain a certain level of uncertainty 

[Saltelli et al., 2008]. Therefore, predictions can only be appreciated when this uncertainty is 

known. Hence, it is important to analyze and quantify these uncertainties with a so-called 

uncertainty analysis. In uncertainty analysis various sources of uncertainty are studied. 

Generally, three sources are discerned in building performance simulation: modeling 

uncertainties, numerical uncertainties and input uncertainties [De Wit, 2001]. Modeling 

uncertainties are caused by simplification of physical processes and assumptions made in the 

model. Numerical uncertainties are introduced by the chosen discretization schemes and 

time steps. Input uncertainties are caused by unknown, uncertain or incomplete parameter 

values that are used in the model. In the current research it is assumed that model 

uncertainties will not influence the results, i.e. the physical model is correctly chosen, and 

that numerical uncertainties are negligible, i.e. the discretization model and time steps are 

correctly chosen. Only input uncertainties are considered. 

Input uncertainties can be categorized according to their nature in aleatory or 

epistemic uncertainties [Paté-Cornell, 1996]. Aleatory uncertainty is caused by the stochastic 

nature of a phenomenon. These uncertainties cannot be reduced by acquiring more 

information about the studied system. On the other hand, epistemic uncertainty is caused by 

a lack of knowledge and thus can be reduced by acquiring more information. Epistemic 

uncertainty is also called state-of-knowledge uncertainty. 

Uncertainty analyses are performed for all investigated case studies in this research 

(discussed in Chapters 6 and 7). The uncertainties in these analyses are divided in two groups 

according to their nature: 

 Building scenarios: this group contains parameters describing the building 

scenario (or general boundary conditions), for example, climate or the type of 

building occupants (e.g. family with kids, elderly people, working people). 

During the lifetime of a building, the building’s occupants might change or their 

lifestyles might change. These scenarios are regarded as aleatory uncertainty. 

 Building specific parameters: this group contains uncertainties in thermophysical 

material properties (e.g. conductivity, density, specific heat capacity), infiltration 

rate and heat transfer coefficients. In building simulation these uncertainties are 

caused by a lack of knowledge, so these are regarded as epistemic uncertainties. 
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Table 3.1 gives an overview of the input uncertainties regarded in this research. For each 

group the corresponding parameters for the building simulation model are given. The next 

sections describe how the influence of these uncertainties is assessed and how it can be 

integrated in a design optimization method. 

Table 3.1: Parameter uncertainties considered in this research; epistemic (reducible) and aleatory 
(irreducible). 
Building scenarios (aleatory) Building specific parameters (epistemic) 
Type Parameter Type Parameter 
Building 
occupants 

occupancy pattern Thermo-
physical 
material 
properties 
 

conductivity 
internal gains density 
ventilation rate specific heat capacity 

 
surface solar absorptivity 
surface emissivity 

        Infiltration air changes per hour (ACH) 
    
  

Heat transfer 
coefficients 

convective heat transfer 
correlation 

       

It is assumed that the influence of the building specific parameter uncertainties on 

the building simulation model predictions is much smaller than the influence of the building 

scenarios. Therefore, investigating both uncertainties at the same time will obscure the 

influence of the less influential group and thus gives less information. This is avoided by 

investigating the influence of each group separately. The method to investigate the 

influence of the building specific parameter is described next. 

3.3 Model uncertainty due to building specific parameters 

Monte Carlo analysis is widely used to study the uncertainty of a model’s predictions 

caused by uncertainties in the model’s input parameters [Saltelli et al., 2008]. During the last 

decade, this method also received attention in the building performance simulation 

community, e.g., [Macdonald, 2002; Hopfe and Hensen, 2011]. In this study, Monte Carlo 

analysis is used to investigate the uncertainty of the model due to the uncertainties in the 

building specific parameters. 

In a Monte Carlo analysis (MCA) it is assumed that all parameters are independent of 

each other. Furthermore, all parameters are varied at the same time. Generally, the 

following steps are performed in a MCA [Saltelli et al., 2008]: 

1. Estimate the distribution of each input parameter (, , , …), e.g.  is normally 

distributed with mean 훼 and standard deviation : ∝ ~푁(∝,휎 ) 

2. Create a sample matrix by drawing a sample of size N from the distribution of each 

parameter: 
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Sample matrix:  

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ 훼( ) 훽( )					훾( ) …

훼( ) 훽( )					훾( ) …
	… 				…									… 				…

훼( ) 훽( )					훾( ) …	
훼( ) 훽( )					훾( ) … ⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

Each row in the sample matrix represents a variation of the building. In this study, 

Latin hypercube sampling [McKay et al., 1979] (a space filling method) is used to 

reduce the required sample size. The appropriate sample size follows from a 

sensitivity analysis with different sample sizes and various runs per sample size. 

3. Evaluate all building variants in the sample matrix and calculate all n performance 

indicators (PI’s) of interest. This results in a matrix with n performance indicator 

values for each variant. In the case of two performance indicators, the 

performance indicator matrix looks like this: 

Performance indicator matrix: 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ 푃퐼 ( ) 푃퐼 ( )

푃퐼 ( ) 푃퐼 ( )

… 				…					
푃퐼 ( ) 푃퐼 ( )	
푃퐼 ( ) 푃퐼 ( )	 ⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

4. Calculate for each performance indicator the mean value, standard deviation and 

quantiles over the N rows. 

The results of the MCA can be used to define a confidence interval for each 

performance indicator, e.g. with a 90% probability range. This interval is used later in the 

design optimization method. Values and distributions for the building specific parameters 

are introduced in Chapter 5. The influence of the building scenarios is investigated in the 

design optimization method described below. 

3.4 Design optimization taking into account building scenarios 

Taguchi introduced the concept of robust design in industrial engineering [Taguchi 

and Clausing, 1990]. He states that a product should not only be designed for optimal 

performance, but that the design also needs to be as insensitive as possible to variations 

that are beyond the control of the designers. If this is not the case, products are sensitive to 

performance failure, which will cause additional costs for fixing or replacing a product. This 

robustness concept can also be applied to buildings. Performance robustness can then be 

defined as the ability of a building to handle changes (or disturbances) in the building’s 

environment while maintaining the required performance. 
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Performing a robustness analysis during the design phase of a building is important, 

since newly designed buildings are rarely tested before construction (this is in contrast to 

products in industrial engineering), while altering the building design after construction will 

often lead to high costs. This thesis presents a method which integrates a performance 

robustness assessment in the design process. 

3.4.1 Multi-objective design optimization 

During the last decade, there has been an increasing interest in using computational 

optimization in the building design process, e.g., Wright et al. [2002], Wetter and Wright 

[2004], Emmerich et al. [2008] and Hopfe [2009]. These techniques are used to find design 

solutions with the best possible building performance. In many building related design 

questions, the optimization problem consists of two (or more) conflicting objectives, e.g. 

minimizing the energy demand while maximizing thermal comfort. It is impossible to find 

just one best design solution for these so-called multi-objective optimization problems [Deb 

et al., 2002; Coello Coello, 2006]. Instead, a set of ‘trade-offs’ or good compromise solutions 

between the objectives are found. All solutions of this set are equally good, and the 

solutions are all Pareto optimal (meaning that an increase of one objective would 

simultaneously lead to a decrease of the other objective). Figure 3.3 shows an example of a 

Pareto front. The figure shows also the different regions on a convex Pareto front; these 

regions depend on the trade-off between the objectives. Generally, a decision maker (DM) is 

only interested in one of the regions. So after a Pareto front is calculated, the DM will focus 

on this preferred region, and the DM has to choose between the solutions in that region. 

The DM can use multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) methods to support the decision 

making process, e.g. using utility functions. This thesis presents such a method based on the 

performance robustness of the design solutions. The method allows the DM to select the 

most robust performing solution. 
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Figure 3.3: Example of a Pareto front for two objectives: discomfort hours and energy demand. 

3.4.2 Robustness indicator 

In the proposed MCDM method, the performance robustness of each Pareto solution 

is assessed by investigating the sensitivity of the building performance to changes in the 

building’s environment (represented by the scenarios). The building performance of each 

Pareto solution is evaluated with the various building scenarios (Table 3.1). The probability 

distribution of these scenarios is not known, however, an assumption of the most probable 

(most likely) scenario can be made (from here on, this scenario is referred to as the base 

scenario) together with a set of other possible scenarios (see Chapter 5). The solution’s 

performance under the base scenario is calculated and compared to worst-case 

performance caused by one of the scenarios. The relative difference between the base case 

performance and the worst-case performance can be used as robustness indicator. This is 

defined as follows: 

∆ = 	 	  = ∆  (3.1)

with rel  is the robustness indicator for objective ob, obwc is the objective’s worst-case value 

caused by one of the scenarios, obbase is the objective value of the base scenario and abs is 

the absolute difference between obbase and obwc. There are several ways to define obwc. For 

instance, when the goal is to minimize the objective value then obwc can be defined as the 

maximum performance indicator value caused by the scenarios or other descriptive 

indicators can be used, e.g. the third quartile which ignores the outliers. 
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The rel  is a dimensionless quantity of the variation, so it can be used to compare 

objectives with different units. In terms of robustness, we seek the smallest rel  in all 

objectives. 

3.4.3 Robustness vector 

In this research, the multi-objective design optimization is based on two objectives, 

ob1 and ob2, e.g. heating energy demand and thermal comfort. The objectives used in the 

case studies, also referred to as performance indicators, are described in Chapter 5. For each 

Pareto solution, the robustness indicators of both objectives (rel;1 and rel ;2) are used to 

describe a vector v = (x,y) = (rel;1,rel ;2) (Figure 3.4). From here on, this vector is referred to 

as the robustness vector. The length of the robustness vector is a quantified indicator for the 

robustness of the solution: the smaller the robustness vector length (R), the more robust the 

solution. Therefore, the length can be used to rank the Pareto solutions according to their 

robustness. 

3.4.4 Robustness balance 

A secondary selection criterion can be defined based on the angle of the robustness 

vector. The angle gives information about the balance of the robustness between both 

objectives. An angle of 45° indicates that the rel’s of the two objectives are the same; this is 

regarded as balanced robustness (Figure 3.4). An angle not equal to 45° indicates that one of 

the rel’s is larger than the other; this is regarded as unbalanced robustness (Figure 3.4). The 

robustness balance () of a solution is defined as follows: 

훼 = 	훽 − 45° (3.2)

with  the robustness vector angle: 

tan훽 	= 	
∆ ;

∆ ;
	 (3.3)

3.4.4.1 Selection criterion based on  

The DM can use  as a secondary selection criterion when the DM has to choose 

between solutions with the same robustness vector length. For example, if the DM requires a 

solution with balanced robustness, then he should select the solution with  closest to 0°. 

Or, if the DM is interested in a solution with one of the objectives being more robust than 

the other, then he should define a selection criterion of unbalanced robustness, e.g.,  < 0° 

or  > 0°. 
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 Figure 3.4: Example of a robustness vector. The length of the robustness vector (R) is an indicator of the 
solution’s performance robustness. The angle of the robustness vector gives information about the 
balance of the robustness between both objectives. 

3.4.4.2 Selection criterion based on preferred  

The DM can also choose between solutions by regarding the absolute difference abs 

of both objectives. For example, the DM wants to minimize both objectives and he is 

confronted with two Pareto solutions which are positioned exactly at the same position on 

the upper-left side of a convex Pareto front (this position is marked with number 1 in Figure 

3.5): the first solution has  = 0° and the second solution  < 0°. Because of the position, 

these solutions show low values for objective 1 and high values for objective 2 compared to 

the maximum objective values on the Pareto front. Regarding objective 2, this means that 

when we shift the solution to the right over the Pareto front, abs;2 gets smaller for the same 

rel;2 (compare the worst-case range for position 1 with position 2 and 3 in Figure 3.5). If it is 

assumed that the DM searches for a solution with small abs’s (robust performance), then he 

will prefer the smallest available rel;2 for a solution at position 1. While he allows a larger 

rel;2 at position 3. Following the same reasoning, the DM would prefer the smallest available 

rel;1 for a solution at position 3. In the example with the two solutions at the same position, 

the DM should prefer the solution with rel;2 < rel;1, thus the second solution with  < 0°. 
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  Figure 3.5: Example of how the position of a solution on the Pareto front influences the performance 
robustness. The same solution (thus rel;2 is the same) is plotted at three different positions. The bars show 
the solution’s worst-case range for objective 2 (abs;2); for clarity the bars for objective 1 are omitted. 
Position 3 shows the smallest abs;2. 

If both objectives are equally important to the DM, i.e. the DM wants to minimize the 

absolute worst-case scenario in both objectives, then it is possible to calculate a preferred  

for each solution. This preferred  depends on the position of the solution on the Pareto 

front. It can be calculated by first normalizing the objective values on the Pareto front as 

follows: 

표푏∗ = 	
표푏
푚푎푥  (3.4)

and: 

∆ ;
∗ = 	

∆ ;

푚푎푥 = 	
∆ ; 	 ∙ 	표푏

푚푎푥 	 (3.5)

where j is 1 or 2, and max is the maximum value of the objective on the Pareto front. We 

want to minimize both ∆∗ ’s. Since we compare solutions with the same robustness vector 

length, the only way to influence the ∆∗ ’s is to change However, it is impossible to 

minimize both ∆∗ ’s at the same time by changing , e.g. when ∆ ;
∗  increases, ∆ ;

∗  

decreases. Thus, the trade-off is to find the  when the ∆∗ ’s are equal: 

∆ ;
∗ = 	 ∆ ;

∗  (3.6)

With (3.5) this can be written as: 

∆ ; 	 ∙ 	표푏
푚푎푥 	= 	

∆ ; 	 ∙ 	표푏
푚푎푥 	 (3.7)

Which can be written as: 

∆ ;

∆ ;
	= 	

표푏 	 ∙ 	푚푎푥 	
표푏 	 ∙ 	푚푎푥 	 (3.8)
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From (3.4), it follows that: 

∆ ;

∆ ;
	= 	

표푏∗	
표푏∗ 	 (3.9)

Using (3.2) and (3.3), we calculate the preferred  as: 

푝푟푒푓푒푟푟푒푑	훼	 = 푎푟푐푡푎푛
표푏∗	
표푏∗ − 45°	 (3.10)

when ob2
* = 0, then the preferred  = 45°. Figure 3.6 shows the normalized Pareto 

front of Figure 3.5. The preferred ’s are shown for the three positions. The solution with an 

 closest to the preferred  is regarded as the preferred solution. The DM might want to 

define constraints on the rel’s to prevent them from becoming too large (e.g. maximum 

rel;1 is 1.5). 

  
Figure 3.6: Normalized Pareto front with three solution positions and their preferred ’s. The preferred  
for position 3 is also shown. 

Example: optimization using robustness indicator 

The following example shows how the robustness balance can be used in the design 

process. The optimization problem consists of finding the optimal window size in 

combination with the optimal thermal mass of a small five-room residential building for the 

spring season. The objective is to minimize heating energy demand and thermal discomfort. 

The optimization algorithm (NSGA-II of Deb et al. [2002]) can change the window size to 25%, 

50% or 90% of the total north and south façades and can change the thermal mass Ceff (as 

discussed in Section 1.1.3) per room between 5 and 100 kg/m2 with a step size of 5 kg/m2. The 
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optimization algorithm changes the thermal mass of the rooms by altering the density of the 

materials that are in contact with the indoor environment. The rooms are thermally 

decoupled by an insulation layer in the partitioning constructions. 

The building design is optimized for the base scenario. The optimization algorithm 

found 166 Pareto solutions after 100 generations using a population size of 20. After the 

optimization run, all Pareto solutions are evaluated with the same set of occupant scenarios. 

The Pareto front and the robustness of all solutions are shown in Figure 3.7. The dot size 

indicates the robustness vector length (the smaller the dot, the more robust the solution); 

note that the dot size is not related to the scales on the axes. The dot color indicates the  

according to the color bar on the side of the graph. The three solutions with the smallest 

robustness vector length (R) and the solution with the largest R are marked with numbers 

(ascending from small to large) next to the dots. For these solutions, the size of R compared 

to the smallest R in percentages is shown between brackets. Figure 3.8 shows for each 

solution the difference of its  with its preferred . 

If the DM is interested in solutions with a low energy demand, then the DM could 

choose between solutions 1, 2 and 3 with almost the same robustness (R=1.75). If the DM 

uses the ’s to support the decision making, then the DM finds that solution 3 shows the 

smallest difference with its preferred (13.8° - 2.2° = 11.6°). Therefore, this solution is 

regarded as the preferred solution out of the three solutions. It shows a mean energy 

demand of 111 kWh in spring and 180 discomfort hours. 

Figure 3.7: Scatter plot of the performance indicator 
values for all Pareto solutions. The dot size is 
proportional to R (smallest R = 1.75, largest R = 
2.08), and is not related to the scales on the axes! 
The three solutions with the smallest R and the 
solution with the largest R are marked with 
numbers (ascending from small to large). The dot 
color indicates according to the bar on the right. 

Figure 3.8: Scatter plot of the performance 
indicator values for all Pareto solutions (see Figure 
3.7). The dot color shows the absolute difference 
between  and the preferred . 
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3.4.5 Sub-optimal solutions near the Pareto front 

Typically, in multi-objective optimization, the DM is most interested in the Pareto 

solutions. However, some of the sub-optimal solutions might also be interesting, especially, 

when they are close to the Pareto front. Of course, close is a relative term, which should be 

related to the objectives and the preferences of the DM. For example, a DM found two 

solutions: one solution with 50 discomfort hours and the other solution with 55 discomfort 

hours, and both solutions have the same energy demand. Then solution 1 is Pareto dominant 

over solution 2, so the DM should choose the first solution. However, the DM might consider 

that a difference of 5 hours is not large enough to base a decision on, i.e., the performance 

of both solutions are equal to the DM. In that case, the DM needs another selection 

criterion, e.g. the performance robustness indicator (maybe solution 2 is more robust than 

solution 1). Of course, the range which the DM uses to distinguish between solutions 

depends on the objective. However, this range might vary for the same objective depending 

on the building project (e.g. different building type and function). 

Basically, the range defined by the DM can be used to group Pareto and sub-optimal 

solutions and compare their performance using a third selection criterion. Not only a range 

defined by the DM can be used; the uncertainty range of our simulation models can also be 

used. In this thesis, the uncertainty range caused by the building specific parameters is used 

(these parameters are discussed in Section 3.3). Figure 3.11 shows a Pareto front with a 

solution and its uncertainty range. One of the sub-optimal solutions is more robust than the 

Pareto solution (smaller dot), and thus might be more interesting. 

  
Figure 3.11: Example of uncertainty range (the dashed box) around a Pareto solution of interest (the dark 
grey dot). The dot size indicates the robustness; the smaller the dot, the more robust. One of the sub-
optimal solutions is more robust than the Pareto solution (the black dot). 
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3.5 Control sequence optimization taking into account disturbances 

An important part of the MPC is the optimization method. The goal of the controller 

is to find the optimal control sequence for the optimization horizon, while taking into 

account the predicted disturbances. The disturbances are variations on the base scenario 

(this is discussed in Chapter 5). Basically, the same method as described for the design 

optimization can be used in the controller. However, in this case the controller minimizes the 

mean objective values for the set of disturbances (instead of minimizing the base scenario). 

Furthermore, the controller searches for the control sequence with the smallest variation 

around the mean objective value (instead of using a robustness indicator based on the 

worst-case scenario). The robustness indicator in the controller is the relative standard 

deviation (RSD): 

푅푆퐷 = 	
휎
휇̅ (3.11)

with 휎  is the standard deviation and 휇̅  is the mean objective value for the set of 

disturbances. 

The optimization algorithm searches for the optimal control sequence by calculating the 

objective values for the possible control sequences. This leads to a Pareto front with Pareto 

optimal solutions (in this case control sequences). Since it is not desirable to use a (human) 

DM to interact with the controller, it is necessary to define a procedure that automates the 

solution selection. This is done by defining the goal of the controller a priori: minimizing 

objective 1, minimizing objective 2 or finding a trade-off solution. For example, if the 

controller is set to minimizing discomfort, then, after calculating the Pareto front for an 

optimization horizon, the controller will focus on the region with the lowest discomfort 

hours. Then, it uses the model uncertainty to select the most robust solution within the 

uncertainty range (see Figure 3.12). If the uncertainty ranges of two regions of interest show 

overlap in one of the objectives (see Figure 3.13), then the controller will focus on the region 

with the trade-off solutions. 
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Figure 3.12: Solution selection based on the 
uncertainty range around the solutions in the 
regions of interest (best comfort, best energy 
demand and trade-off solution). The filled dots are 
the more robust solutions within the uncertainty 
range. 

Figure 3.13: Both uncertainty ranges show overlap 
in objective 1, therefore it is preferred to use the 
solutions in the trade-off region (same comfort, 
but lower energy demand). 

3.6 Concluding remarks 

In this chapter a method is proposed to optimize the design of the HATS concepts. 

The method assesses the robustness of the design solutions to variations in building 

scenarios. The method can be used to search for the most robust performing design 

solution. Furthermore, this chapter introduced the control strategy that is used to operate 

active HATS concepts. Based on literature review it is found that model predictive control is 

the appropriate strategy. The robustness assessment method discussed for design 

optimization can also be used in the controller to search for robust performing control 

sequences. These methods are used in a performance assessment methodology for (active) 

HATS concepts. This methodology is described below and shown in Figure 3.14: 

 The design optimization process consists of several design iterations. Each 

iteration, the design variables (x1, x2, … , xn) are altered and the current design 

alternative is evaluated for all building scenarios, e.g. occupant scenarios. After 

sufficient design iterations (depending on the size of the design space), the 

Pareto front is plotted and the DM can select a Pareto solution, e.g. by using the 

robustness indicator. 

 Active HATS concepts use a model predictive controller to operate the HATS 

system. For each optimization horizon, the controller uses the same method as 

described above to search for an optimal control sequence. Each control 

sequence iteration, the control signals of the control sequence are altered and 

the control sequence is evaluated for all disturbances, e.g. occupant behavior 
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Figure 3.14:
design optimization process consists of multiple design iterations (
x2, xn) taking into account various building scenarios
design variant using the robustness indicator. During the design optimization process, the HATS concept is 
operated by the model predictive controller; the controller uses sensors (S) and actuators (A)
optimization horizon, the controller searches for 
caused by 
control sequence
trade-off solution)
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Virtual test environment 

4.1 Introduction 

The performance assessment methodology defined in the previous chapter is 

implemented in a virtual test environment. This chapter describes what this (software) 

environment looks like and which tools and programs are used to create it. Furthermore, it 

describes the novel elements that had to be introduced to these tools. 
 

4.1.1 Building performance simulation tool 

The basis of the test environment is a tool which is able to simulate the future 

performance of a building regarding energy consumption and thermal comfort. During the 

last 50 years, hundreds of building energy simulation programs have been developed; the 

capabilities of these programs vary greatly [Crawley et al., 2008]. The choice of a program 

should always depend on the (research) question that needs to be answered. Therefore, a 

set of requirements is defined to help select the appropriate program for the virtual test 

environment. The requirements focus on the tool’s capabilities for building design 

optimization and on the availability of advanced building control strategies (like MPC). The 

following building specific requirements are defined: 

 The relevant performance indicators regarding energy demand and thermal 

comfort can be studied at a high level of detail (the performance indicators are 

described in the next chapter). 

 All (energy) flowpaths and their interactions with the building, which are necessary 

to study the impact of design decisions on performance during operation, are 

preserved in the simulation process. 

 The tool is flexible, in terms of the design problems it can handle, without losing 

accuracy, e.g., the tool can be used to study the performance of innovative 

building concepts in many building types and climates. 

The following control specific requirements are defined: 
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 The tool allows the user to manipulate a large number of sensor and actuator 

variables. 

 The tool offers opportunities to take relevant uncertainties, like weather forecasts 

and occupants’ behavior, into account for assessment of performance robustness. 

Based on these requirements the so-called whole-building energy simulation programs are 

considered the favorable tools to use as the basis for the test environment. These tools offer 

the possibility to study in-depth all the complex interactions between building form, fabric, 

air flow, plant and controls. Crawley et al. [2008] give an extensive overview of the available 

whole-building performance simulation (BPS) tools. Furthermore, they compare the 

capabilities of these tools. According to their comparison, one of the tools that offer the 

widest range of modeling capabilities is ESP-r, which is described as ‘a general purpose, 

multi-domain—building thermal, inter-zone air flow, intra-zone air movement, HVAC systems 

and electrical power flow—simulation environment […]’. The ESP-r program has been under 

continuous development for more than three decades and has been validated extensively 

[Clarke, 2001]. Furthermore, the program is distributed under an Open Source license, which 

makes it a suitable building performance simulation tool for the current research. 
 

4.1.2 Model predictive control and embedded building model 

ESP-r offers a number of control strategies for both local and supervisory control of 

building integrated energy systems. However, advanced supervisory control strategies, like 

MPC, are not included. It is possible to program MPC directly in the ESP-r code; however, it is 

more efficient to use existing tools which contain ready-to-use control and optimization 

modules/toolboxes [Trčka, 2008]. Matlab is such a software tool [www.mathworks.com]; it 

offers a high-level programming language in a flexible environment. Furthermore, several 

special purpose toolboxes are available, including an optimization toolbox. This makes 

Matlab suitable for programming an MPC. 

MPC uses models to predict future events. Since these (building) models are 

embedded in the controller, from here on, they are referred to as embedded building models. 

In literature, two approaches for these embedded building models are described [Coffey et 

al., 2010; Clarke et al., 2002]: 

 Black-box models: statistical, data-driven models, e.g., artificial neural networks. 

 Detailed first principle models, e.g., BPS tools. 

Both approaches show certain advantages and disadvantages over each other (see Table 

4.1). Additionally Clarke et al. [2002] argue that it is hard to predict the performance of 

buildings with many interactions between building, occupants and weather conditions using 

http://www.mathworks.com
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black-box models. Since this is the case for HATS concepts, first principle models are used in 

the MPC despite the higher computational costs. 

Table 4.1: Advantages and disadvantages of two embedded MPC models; based on [Clarke et al., 2002]. 
Black-box models First principle models 
+ 
+ 
- 

Low computational time 
No building modeling expertise required 
No underlying physical model of the controlled 
system; thus, the model is not able to 
extrapolate beyond its range of experience, 
i.e., the available training data 

+ 
 
+ 
 
- 
- 

Able to adapt to changing (unforeseen) 
building use or operation 
Possible to compare options for different 
control strategies 
High computational time 
Require building modeling expertise  

For each HATS case study, an ESP-r model is made to simulate the ‘real’ building. Since these 

building models are available, they can also be used as embedded building models in the 

controller. By doing so, ESP-r plays two distinct roles in the test environment: the role of 

‘real’ building and of embedded building model in the controller. This requires changes to 

the ESP-r source code; as explained in Section 4.3. 
  

4.1.3 Coupling of building model and controller 

To make use of ESP-r as the building model and Matlab as the controller, it is 

necessary to establish communication between the two tools during simulation run-time. 

The building controls virtual test bed (BCVTB) is a software environment which can be used 

for this purpose. It enables users to couple different simulation tools for co-simulation 

[Wetter, 2011]. BCVTB is the central point for starting the tools, establishing communication 

between the tools, synchronizing simulation time and stopping the tools; therefore, BCVTB 

is also called a middleware. BCVTB uses a so-called quasi-dynamic coupling scheme, also 

referred to as loose coupling or ping-pong coupling [Hensen, 1995]. This scheme exchanges 

data between two or more programs using a fixed time step. Furthermore, no iteration 

takes place between the programs (see Figure 4.1). The coupling scheme starts by 

exchanging initial values at t=0; these values are used to calculate the system’s state 

variables at the first time step t=1. Each subsequent time step is calculated using the 

exchanged data of the previous time step. 

  
Figure 4.1: Quasi-dynamic coupling scheme used by BCVTB; the dashed arrows indicate the data exchange 
between the tools per time step; t = time step, yt = data of tool 1 at time step t, ut = data of tool 2 at time 
step t. 

0
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the model’s building or plant controls. The changes make it possible to configure the 

settings for a basic BCVTB controller using the control input files; this is discussed later. 

 
Figure 4.3: Schematic overview of the ESP-r code modifications to enable coupling to BCVTB. Shown are 
the modified subroutines (left column) and the calls to new subroutines (right column). Subroutine names 
are underlined. 

The new subroutines are called in the subroutine MZNUMA, which is the main routine in the 

building simulation module of ESP-r. First, a call is made to the subroutine 

BCVTBESTABLISH, which establishes communication with BCVTB. Then, a call is made to 

BCVTBEXCHANGE, which exchanges initial values. From then on, after each time step, 

BCVTBEXCHANGE is called. After the final time step the connection with BCVTB is closed by 

calling BCVTBCLOSE. The new subroutines can be found in the file bcvtb.F90. The calls to 
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these subroutines are all made in MZNUMA, since it makes the implementation as general as 

possible. By doing so, the ESP-r user is flexible in making new applications for co-simulation; 

the user can use the header file and the common block BCVTB anywhere in the code to read 

bcvtb_u and overwrite the values of bcvtb_y. 

As an example, the BCVTB coupling is implemented in the basic (ideal) controller of 

ESP-r. The ESP-r user can use the ‘* BCVTB’ heading in the control input file to configure the 

BCVTB data exchange. Figure 4.4 shows an example of the new lines in the control file. It is 

required to define the following variables: the BCVTBflag (which can be project specific), the 

zone number of the sensor values that need to be sent to BCVTB, the initial sensor values 

(sent at the first time step) and the zone number of which actuator values should be 

overwritten. If the heading is not used in the input file, then the simulation will proceed 

without the BCVTB features. 

* BCVTB 
# The BCVTBflag indicates the specific BCVTB application: 
# 0 = no BCVTB coupling, 1 = basic controller, 2 = advanced optics 
 1    # BCVTBflag 
 1    2   # Define which zones' sensor values to send 
15    15  # Define initial sensor values 
 1    2   # Define which zones' actuator values to overwrite 
Figure 4.4: Example of the ESP-r control file (.ctl) with the ‘* BCVTB’ heading. In this example the sensed 
values in zone 1 and 2 are send to BCVTB and their actuator values are overwritten. 

A version of ESP-r with BCVTB functionality is available for download from the ESP-r 

developers branch ‘ESP-r_BCVTB’. Furthermore, example models and instructions are 

available in the standard BCVTB release. 

4.3 Embedding ESP-r in the controller 

Besides the changes to ESP-r for co-simulation purposes, other changes had to be 

made in this research to make ESP-r work as part of the MPC in the test environment. Below, 

it is discussed how state values are initialized in the MPC and how ESP-r can be configured to 

function as the ‘real’ building or the embedded building model. 

4.3.1 State initialization 

According to literature [Wetter and Haugstetter, 2006; Coffey et al., 2010], one of the 

main drawbacks of using detailed first principle models for MPC applications are the time-

consuming state initialization periods (warm-up periods). These are necessary to guarantee 

correct starting conditions. Depending on operational schedules and time constants of 

constructions, these periods are typically three to six simulation days, which is relatively long 
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compared to an optimization horizon of two or three days. This initialization period may 

consume up to 80% or more of the actual computational time [Nghiem and Pappas, 2011; 

Corbin et al., 2012]. The initialization period can be reduced if the BPS program allows the 

user to store values of the building’s state variables. The stored values of the ‘real’ building 

can then be used as initial state values for the embedded building model. However, in earlier 

MPC studies with BPS tools, it turned out that this was not possible in the BPS programs 

they used [Coffey, 2011]. An advantage of ESP-r’s open source code is that it does give the 

user access to the building’s state variables. 

Clarke [2002] uses the following matrix notation to describe the set of conservation 

equations that are solved simultaneously for each time step during the simulation: 

푨휽풏 ퟏ = 푩휽풏 + 푪 (4.1)

where A and B are sparse matrices containing the nodal temperature or heat injection terms 

of the conservation equations; A for the future time step and B for the present time step. 

The column matrix C contains the boundary conditions that drive the simulation (e.g. 

ambient temperature). The column matrices 휽풏 and 휽풏 ퟏ	contain the nodal temperatures 

and heat injection/extractions at the future and present time-rows, i.e., the state variables. 

Therefore, in the test environment, column matrix 휽풏 needs to be stored by the ‘real’ 

building at the start of each optimization horizon, while the embedded building model needs 

to read 휽풏 at the start of each optimization horizon. To make this possible, two subroutines 

were added: MPCWRITE to write 휽풏 to a text file, and MPCREAD to read the text file and 

overwrite ESP-r’s default initialization values. In the next sections, it is discussed where these 

subroutines are called in the code. This depends on the role of ESP-r (‘real’ building or 

embedded building model); therefore, for each role the required code changes are 

discussed. 

4.3.2 Code modifications for the ‘real’ building model 

The following code modifications are made to enable ESP-r to be used as the ‘real’ 

building in the test environment. As mentioned, the ‘real’ building needs to write its current 

state variables to a file before it makes the call to the controller (to ask for new control 

signals). Therefore, MPCWRITE is called in subroutine BCVTBEXCHANGE, just before the call 

to BCVTB. Of course, this call should only be made at the start of a new optimization horizon, 

thus, after the control horizon is finished. Therefore, the variable MPCupdate is defined; this 

variable defines the length of the control horizon in time steps. A counter keeps track of the 
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number of time steps to the next optimization horizon. MPCupdate is declared in the BCVTB 

header file and can be configured using ESP-r’s control input file (this is discussed below). 

4.3.3 Code modifications for the embedded building model 

The code modifications that are made to enable ESP-r to be used as the embedded 

building model are shown in Figure 4.5; it shows an overview with the modified and new 

subroutines. Basically, the structure is the same as for the BCVTB data exchange used by the 

‘real’ building (Figure 4.3); the main difference is that ‘real’ building makes calls to exchange 

data and receive actuator values, while the embedded model reads the actuator values from 

a text file generated by the controller. Reading these control signals and overwriting ESP-r’s 

actuator values is done in the main subroutine MZNUMA. 
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Figure 4.5: Schematic overview of the ESP-r code modifications to enable ESP-r to be used as embedded 
building model. Shown are the modified subroutines (left column) and the calls to new subroutines (right 
column). Subroutine names are underlined. 

The ESP-r code is written to simulate full days (24 hours); this is based on a day loop 
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4:00h and the time steps after the optimization horizon need to be discarded by the 

controller (see Figure 4.6). Dummy values are used as control signals before and after the 

optimization horizon. MPCupdate is also declared in the BCVTB header file and can also be 

configured using ESP-r’s control input file. 

 
Figure 4.6: Optimization horizon starting after 0:00h; t1 = start of the optimization horizon and t2 = end of 
the optimization horizon. Simulation results before and after the optimization horizon should be 
discarded from the results analysis (the dashed parts of the performance indicator line). 

As mentioned, it is possible to configure the MPC using ESP-r’s control input file (.ctl 

file). This is done by adding the MPC parameters to subroutine EZCTLR, which reads the 

control input file. The heading ‘* MPC’ can be used in the input file. If the heading is not used, 

then the simulation proceeds without the MPC features. The following MPC parameters 

need to be defined in the input file (see an example in Figure 4.7): 

 MPCflag: Defines if the ESP-r instance is the ‘real’ building (MPCflag = 1) or the 

embedded building model (MPCflag = 2). 

 MPCupdate: If MPCflag = 1, then this parameter defines the interval (in simulation 

time steps) at which the ‘real’ building instance needs to write the state variables 

and exchange data with BCVTB, i.e. this is the length of the control horizon. 

 MPCtsread: If MPCflag = 2, then this parameter defines the simulation time step 

when ESP-r reads the stored state variables. 

* MPC 
1    # MPCflag:   0 = no MPC, 1 = MPC write, 2 = MPC read 
288  # MPCupdate: update frequency of the controller in TS. 
0    # MPCtsread: reads state variables at timestep MPCtsread 
Figure 4.7: Example of the ESP-r control file (.ctl) with the ‘*MPC’ heading. In this example ESP-r is set to 
represent the ‘real’ building and writes the state variables every 288 time steps. 

4.4 Overview of the test environment 

Figure 4.9 presents the overall simulation workflow of the test environment. Figure 

4.8 gives an overview of the data exchange between the models per time step (t). The 

sensor values, yt, are sent by the ‘real’ building model, the actuator values, ut, are sent by the 
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controller. Initial values are exchanged at t=0. The figure shows the data exchange for an 

optimization horizon of 3 time steps and a control horizon of 2 time steps. At the start of 

each optimization horizon (indicated with the dark grey dots in the controller at t=1 and t=3), 

the controller searches for the optimal control sequence using the embedded building 

model. The embedded building model uses the sent sensor values and the building’s state 

variable values (ystate) to start the simulation at time step t’ with exactly the same state 

variable values as the ‘real’ building model at time step t. 

 
Figure 4.8: Data exchange per time step; t = time step, yt = sensor value at time step t, ut = control signal at 
time step t. Optimization horizon length is 3 time steps and control horizon is 2 time steps. 
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Figure 4.9: Simulation workflow of the test environment. 

4.5 Optimization algorithm 

The optimization algorithm that is used for the design optimization and the control 

sequence optimization is discussed in this section. The choice for an algorithm depends on 

the complexity of the optimization problem (e.g. depending on the number of design 

variables or the number of control signals on the optimization horizon). A brute force 

approach is used for problems with low complexity and an acceptable computational time 

(e.g. less than 100 possible options), while a genetic algorithm is used for higher 

complexities, when computing all options becomes infeasible. Choosing the brute force 

approach is preferred (if the calculation time is not an issue), since it results in the true 

optimal solution, while the genetic algorithm might return a sub-optimal solution due to its 

stochastic nature. 
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The genetic algorithm used in this research is Matlab’s multi-objective optimization 

algorithm from the Optimization Toolbox. The algorithm is a variant on the well-known Non-

dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) of Deb et al. [2002]. It belongs to the 

group of genetic and evolutionary algorithms, which have been used by other researchers in 

building performance simulation [Wright et al., 2002, Wetter and Wright, 2004, Emmerich et 

al., 2008 and Hopfe, 2009]. These algorithms are population based, meaning that they use a 

set of search points (the population) instead of one point (path oriented) to search for 

optima. The population is modified every generation using variation and selection of the 

individual solutions in the population (random mutation and cross-over, like biological 

evolution). The population makes it possible to find multiple Pareto optimal solutions in one 

single optimization run. 

In the controller, the convergence of the genetic algorithm is aided by adding the 

previously optimized control sequence (shifted with one control signal) to the initial 

population. 

4.6 Concluding remarks 

The discussed coupling of ESP-r to Matlab through BCVTB results in a co-simulation 

approach which is useful not only for this research. The coupling makes it relatively 

straightforward for ESP-r users to implement new controller concepts, or to change 

controller settings for the implemented ideal controller; the latter does not require 

recompilation of ESP-r. Implementing new controllers requires only limited knowledge of 

ESP-r’s source code structure and users do not need to be experts in FORTRAN 

programming. Furthermore, the coupling enables efficient use of Matlab’s toolboxes with 

powerful capabilities for controller development. 

Note that the coupling is a general co-simulation approach, which means that it can 

be used for many applications besides building control. As long as the other program 

supports the BCVTB interface, it is possible to couple the programs. The need for co-

simulation is discussed by Trčka [2008]. Examples are coupling of building energy simulation 

(BES) programs to detailed building element heat, air and moisture (BEHAM) programs 

[Cóstola, 2011] and coupling BES to computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [Mirsadeghi, 2011]. 
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Case study building, uncertainties and scenarios 

This chapter describes the case study building that is used in this research. The 

building is based on the residential houses of the Zonne-entrée project (Tata Steel Star-

Frame and Courage Architecten) in Apeldoorn, the Netherlands (Figure 5.1). The project 

consists of 20 houses, which were built in 2011. General characteristics of the Zonne-entrée 

buildings are used in the case study building, e.g., geometry, thermal resistance of 

constructions, materials, etc. This chapter describes the relevant building characteristics, 

model assumptions and scenarios. 

 
Figure 5.1: Picture of Zonne-entrée project in Apeldoorn [www.courage.nl]. 

5.1 Case study building model 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the building is modeled and simulated with 

the whole-building performance simulation tool ESP-r [Clarke, 2001]. The case study building 

consists of five zones (Figure 5.2): a living space (zone A, south orientated) and a kitchen 

(zone B, north orientated) on the ground floor, and two bedrooms and a study room (zone C 

and D, south orientated and zone E, north orientated) on the first floor. The north and south 

façades consist of large (identical sized) windows. The south façade has an external shading 

device (horizontal venetian blinds). The external walls and roof constructions have Rc values 

of 5 m2K/W; the windows have U-values of 1.1 W/m2K. The building is ventilated with a 

balanced mechanical ventilation system. The temperature set points are 21oC for an occupied 

http://www.courage.nl
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gypsum surfaces is N(0.4, 0.03) and for concrete surfaces is N(0.68, 0.04). It is assumed that 

the material properties are constant during the simulation period (which is not true in 

reality, e.g. the material conductivity will be influenced by moisture, aging, etc.). 

Table 5.1: Thermophysical properties and uncertainties. Two distributions (dis.) are assumed: normal 
distribution (N) with  and , and discrete uniform distribution (U) with minimum and maximum values. 
Material Thermal conductivity Density Specific heat capacity 
 [W·m-1·K-1] [kg·m-3] [J·kg-1·K-1] 
 dis.  or min. or max. dis.  or min.  or max. dis.  or min.  or max. 
Air cavity N 0.16 0.01 - - - - - - 
Brick N 0.84 0.06 N 1830 20 N 891 13 
Concrete N 1.4 0.11 N 2100 24 N 653 38 
Gypsum board N 0.25 0.03 N 800 9 N 1090 86 
Insulation U 0.0341 0.0424 U 13.5 14.5 U 980 1020 
Wood panel N 0.151 0.042 N 578 9 N 2162 335 

5.1.2 Ventilation and infiltration 

Ventilation in the building is provided using a balanced mechanical ventilation system 

(supply and extraction of air using fans). Ventilation heat recovery is used to reduce the 

heating energy demand. In literature values are found for the effective efficiency of (fixed 

plate) heat recovery units ranging from 75% to 80% [Mardiana-Idayu and Riffat, 2011, 

NEN8088]. An efficiency of 80% is used in the case study building. Heat recovery is bypassed 

when: 

푇 > 푇 	  

푇 > 푇  

푇 > 10°퐶 

NEN8088-1 [2011] suggests an infiltration rate of 0.12 ACH for building types such as 

the case study building (‘residential’, ‘detached’, ‘flat roof’, ‘built after 2005’). Macdonald 

[2002] shows that a normal distribution is able to describe the distribution of infiltration 

rates (despite the fact that a log-normal distribution fits the data better): the standard 

deviation is 1/3 of the mean value and the mean value is approximately 1/3 of the maximum 

value. For the case study, an infiltration rate of N(0.12, 0.04) is defined with a maximum at 

0.36 ACH. 

5.1.3 Convective heat transfer correlations 

The convective heat transfer correlations for internal surfaces found in literature are 

derived for specific cases, e.g. heating under a window or mechanical ventilation with a 

heated wall. A complete overview of the correlations used in building simulation is given by 

Beausoleil-Morrison [2000] and Peeters et al. [2011]. Beausoleil-Morrison implemented an 

adaptive convection algorithm in ESP-r for which he defined various convection regimes. For 
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each regime he defined which correlations to use for each surface. Furthermore, he 

specified which correlations to use when heating is turned on or off.  

For the case study building, the following three regimes are chosen as defined in 

[Beausoleil-Morrison, 2000]. Regime A which represents a flow with buoyancy as the driving 

force (the default ESP-r setting), regime D with a fan as the driving force (mechanical) and 

regime E which represents a mixed flow (mechanical and buoyant forces). Regime A used 

correlations by Alamdari & Hammond [1983] for the floor, walls and ceiling. Regime D uses 

correlations by Khalifa & Marshall [1990] for ceiling and walls, and a correlation by Alamdari 

& Hammond for the floor. Regime E uses the blended correlations by Beausoleil-Morrison 

[2000]. Each of the regimes is given an equal probability, i.e., a discrete uniform distribution 

is assumed. 

The convective heat transfer correlation for external surfaces given by McAdams is 

used in the building model; this is the default correlation in ESP-r [Clarke, 2001]. 

5.1.4 External blinds 

External blinds are used to reduce overheating problems (the influence of blinds on 

overheating is illustrated in Chapter 6). However, the blinds should also allow solar gains to 

be stored in the building to reduce the heating energy demand, e.g., during cold summer 

days or winter days. The blinds and their control are modeled using the complex 

fenestration constructions (CFC) facility in ESP-r [Lomanowski and Wright, 2012]. The blinds 

are controlled based on the sensed solar irradiation on the façade (Ifaçade) and the sensed 

room temperature Troom. The following blinds control rules are defined: 

 Raise blinds:     퐼 ç < 250	푊/푚  

 Lower blinds with slat angle of 0o (horizontal): 	퐼 ç > 300	푊/푚  and 푇 > 23°퐶 

 Lower blinds with slat angle of 80o:  	퐼 ç > 300	푊/푚  and 푇 > 25°퐶 

5.2 Scenarios 

As discussed in Chapter 3, scenarios are used during the design optimization to 

assess the performance robustness of design alternatives. Therefore, scenarios are defined 

for full year simulations. Based on those scenarios, higher resolution scenarios are defined 

for the simulations within the MPC controller. For example, if the full year simulation uses an 

occupancy pattern based on two people, then the occupancy pattern in the controller 

should also be based on two people. The full year scenario describes the occupancy per 

period of the day (e.g. morning, afternoon or evening), while the controller scenario 

describes the occupancy in more detail (e.g. hourly occupancy). 
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Two groups of scenarios are defined: occupant behaviour scenarios and 

weather/climate scenarios. 

5.2.1 Occupant behavior 

It has been recognized that building performance can be highly sensitive to occupant 

behavior [Macdonald, 2002, Hoes et al., 2009]. Especially for low energy houses, the relative 

influence of the occupants on the building performance becomes large. Moreover, the 

prediction of occupant behavior shows a high uncertainty [Andersen, 2009, Macdonald, 

2002]. This high sensitivity and high uncertainty makes occupant behavior an important 

parameter to take into account when assessing performance robustness. 

Occupant behavior is defined as the presence of occupants in the building and the 

actions they take to influence the indoor environment. In building performance simulation, 

occupant behavior can be modeled using predefined (diversity) profiles, e.g., heating set 

points, internal heat gains and ventilation rates. Recently, researchers have also become 

interested in more advanced stochastic and activity based models [Bourgeois, 2005, Haldi, 

2009, Hoes et al., 2009, Tabak, 2010]. Models have been developed which focus on acquiring 

higher resolution occupancy profiles, or on more realistic use of windows or lighting. 

However, these higher resolution models should only be used if the design problems require 

them, i.e., if the relevant performance indicators are sensitive to the higher model 

resolution. 

In this case study, three aspects of occupant behavior are considered important: 

occupancy, internal gains and ventilation. 

5.2.1.1 Occupancy 

For the full year simulations, occupancy is modeled using predefined occupancy 

profiles. The household consist of two people, which represents 33% of Dutch households in 

2010 (www.statline.cbs.nl). Two general patterns are defined: 

1. Occupancy pattern ‘evening’: occupants are at work during weekdays and at home 

during evenings (from 18h) to early in the morning (8h). E.g., the living room is 

heated from 18h to 24h. This pattern is based on pattern 2 from VROM/WWI [2010] 

and accounts for 19% of the Dutch households. 

2. Occupancy pattern ‘day & evening’: people are present during the whole day. E.g., 

the living room is heated from 8h to 24h. This pattern is based on pattern 1 from 

VROM/WWI [2010] and accounts for 48% of the Dutch households. 

http://www.statline.cbs.nl).
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For each optimization horizon, the MPC (described in Chapter 3 and 4) predicts the 

occupancy on an hourly resolution using the stochastic occupancy model of Richardson et al. 

[2008]. Their model is based on a Markov chain which calculates per time step the state of 

occupancy. The transition probability matrices used by the Markov chain are based on data 

from the UK Time-Use Survey (TUS). The MPC generates a random set of occupancy profiles 

(Figure 5.3 shows an example of 16 profiles for the evening occupancy pattern). 

 
Figure 5.3: Example of occupancy profiles for the evening pattern based on Markov-chains. 

5.2.1.2 Internal gains 

General profiles describing the internal gains (e.g. by cooking, TV/computer use, 

lighting) are defined per room (in accordance with [ISSO, 2011]). For example, since the 

kitchen is placed in zone B (see Figure 5.2), high internal gains will occur there early in the 

evening due to cooking activity. During unoccupied hours, the zone shows small heat gains 

due to the stand-by mode of appliances, while during the evenings the gains increase. Three 

scenarios are defined: low, medium and high internal gains. Each scenario is represented by 

the same profile, but with different peak gains and thus with different average gains. The 

middle scenario is based on NEN7120 [2011] with an average internal heat gain of 4 W/m2. The 

low scenario is set to 2 W/m2 and the high scenario to 6 W/m2. The chosen scenario is fixed 

for the ‘real’ building during a yearly simulation. 

In the MPC, the internal gains are perfectly correlated to the hourly occupancy 

profile, i.e., the internal heat gains are triggered when people are present, during absence 

the gains are reduced to a base load (stand-by mode). 

5.2.1.3 Ventilation 

The Dutch building decree (in Dutch: Bouwbesluit) demands a minimum ventilation 

rate of 0.9 dm3/s per m2 (BB3.6.1 art 3.29). This value is defined as the lowest ventilation rate. 
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A medium and a high rate are defined as 1.2 and 1.5 dm3/s per m2, respectively. The 

ventilation is set to the low ventilation rate when the building is not occupied. The low, 

medium or high ventilation rate is chosen as a scenario for the occupied hours during a 

yearly simulation. 

The MPC uses the low, medium and high ventilation rates as possible disturbances 

during occupied hours. A discrete uniform distribution is assumed. During unoccupied hours, 

ventilation switches to the low ventilation rate. 

5.2.2 Climate and weather 

The climate reference year for energy simulation (A2) as defined in NEN5060 [2008] 

is used in the case studies. It is based on the ‘average’ months of 20 years of historical data. 

Weather predictions that are used by a real world controller show a degree of uncertainty, 

this uncertainty should be accounted for in the controller of the virtual test environment. 

Thus, the controller needs a method to generate realistic predictions of the future weather. 

These predictions should be based on the ‘observed’ weather data of the previous days, i.e., 

the weather data from the reference year. The method should consider the following when 

generating weather forecasts [Wilks and Wilby, 1999]: 

 Cross-correlation: The statistical correlation of weather variables with each other. 

 Persistence: The weather state of previous days. 

Rajagopalan and Lall [1999] introduce a weather generator with these 

characteristics. Their weather generator is used to generate daily weather sequences for 

land erosion prediction models. The weather generator is based on historically recorded 

observed data at a specific location. Basically, the weather generator searches for weather 

patterns in the historical data which are similar to the observed weather at the day of 

interest. The search is limited to a time window of several days around the day of interest to 

account for seasonal effects (persistence). 

The search for similar weather patterns is done using a ‘k-nearest neighbor’ 

algorithm. The nearest neighbors are historical days which show the ‘closest’ statistical 

similarities with the observed weather data. A set of these nearest neighbors are then 

selected. For each of these neighbors, the weather data for the subsequent days are 

adopted as predicted values for the optimization horizon ( Figure 3.11). 

In the case studies, historical weather data recorded in De Bilt (The Netherlands) 

from the year 1953 to 2011 are used as the input dataset to the ‘k-nearest neighbor’ 

algorithm. An example of a weather forecast generated for the 20th of May of the reference 

year is shown in Figure 5.4. Four weather variables are used by the weather generator: 
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diffuse and direct solar intensity, dry bulb temperature and relative humidity. The neighbors 

in the figure show good agreement with the observed weather (the dashed line). 

Furthermore, realistic uncertainties are observed in the predicted weather variables. 

 
Figure 5.4: Temperatures and direct normal solar intensity of a day in the reference year (May 20; dashed 
line) and its three ‘nearest neighbors’ (May 16 of 1963, May 20 of 1984 and May 22 of 1969; resp. solid blue, 
green and red lines). The neighbors are selected from the historical data with a time window of 10 days 
around the reference day. A weather forecast of two days is generated using the historical data of these 
neighbors. 

5.2.3 Overview of occupant scenarios and disturbances 

Table 5.2 gives an overview of the discussed aspects of occupant behavior and the 

number of considered scenarios per aspect. It shows that these scenarios can be combined 

in 18 (= 2 . 3 . 3) occupant scenarios. The probability distribution of these occupant scenarios 

is not known, therefore, a uniform distribution is assumed. However, based on literature the 

following two scenarios are considered the most probable (most likely) occupant scenarios: 

1. ‘day & evening occupancy’ with internal gains of 4 W/m2 and a ventilation rate of 1.2 

ACH during occupied hours. 

2. ‘evening occupancy’ with internal gains of 4 W/m2 and a ventilation rate of 1.2 ACH 

during occupied hours. 

These two scenarios are used as base scenarios in the design optimization (as discussed in 

Section 3.4.2). 

May 22 (predicted) May 20 (measured) 
Time 

May 21 (predicted) May 22 (predicted) May 20 (measured) 
Time [hrs] 
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Table 5.2: Aspects of occupant behavior and the number of considered scenarios per aspect; a discrete 
uniform distribution (U) is assumed. The scenarios per aspects are combined in 18 occupant scenarios. 
Behavioral aspects Distribution Remarks 
Occupancy pattern U [1:2] Evening/ day & evening 

Internal gains U [1:3] Low, medium and high 
internal gains 

Ventilation rate when occupied U [1:3] Low, medium and high 
ventilation rate 

 

Table 5.3 shows the disturbances that are introduced in the MPC. In total 90 (= 10 . 3 . 3) 

combinations are possible. 

Table 5.3: Disturbances in the controller; a discrete uniform distribution (U) is assumed. 

Type Parameters Distribution Remarks 
Building 
occupants Occupancy U [1:10] Ten occupancy profiles 

generated with Markov chains 

 
Ventilation rate when 
occupied U [1:3] Low, medium and high 

ventilation rate 

Weather Daily weather prediction U [1:3] The three nearest neighbors 

5.3 Performance indicators 

The HATS concepts are assessed based on a performance indicator for energy use 

and thermal comfort. First, the performance indicator for energy use is discussed, then the 

indicator for thermal comfort. 

5.3.1 Heating energy 

The heating energy demand is calculated by ESP-r. The energy use by the heating 

system is calculated using the following efficiency factors (based on [NEN7120, 2011]): for 

heat generation generation = 0.95, heat distribution distribution = 1.0 (no losses since we assume 

the heat distribution takes place within the thermal zone) and heat supply supply = 0.95. The 

heating energy demand and use is calculated in kWh per year. 

5.3.2 Thermal comfort 

The current thermal comfort standard in Europe [ISO7730, 2005] is based on the 

predicted mean vote (PMV) model of Fanger [1970]. The model is based on the heat balance 

of the human body and it predicts the mean thermal sensation for a large group of persons 

with similar activity and clothing level on a 7-point scale (-3 = cold, -2 = cool, -1 = slightly cool, 

0 = neutral, 1 = slightly warm, 2= warm, 3= hot). Six variables are used in the PMV model: 

metabolic rate, clothing insulation, air temperature, mean radiant temperature, air velocity 

and air humidity. Based on the PMV equation, Fanger also derived an equation to calculate 
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the predicted percentage of people which are dissatisfied (PPD) with the thermal 

environment. In the case studies, the PPD is used to assess thermal comfort in the building. 

Although the PMV and PPD are derived for steady-state conditions, ISO 7730 [ISO, 

2005] allows them to be used in transient simulations provided that hourly averaged values 

of the variables in the PMV equation are applied. Therefore, PPDt is defined as the PPD for 

hour t based on the averaged values of the PMV variables for hour t. In the case studies, 

each hour that the PPDt exceeds a limit is regarded as a discomfort hour and is weighted 

with the factor wf.  

푤 =  when  푃푃퐷 > 푃푃퐷     [5.1.] 

The PPDlimit is set to 10%, which is climate category B of ISO 7730. This means that 1 hour with 

a PPD of 15% counts as 1.5 weighted discomfort hours. The sum of the weighted discomfort 

hours (wPPDh) is used as the performance indicator. There is no recommended number of 

weighted discomfort hours in the existing standards. Therefore, in the case studies, the 

discomfort hours are always presented for several building variants, so a relative comparison 

can be made. 

The air temperature and mean radiant temperature are the only variables in the PMV 

equation that are calculated by ESP-r. The other variables are scenario dependent and are 

thus defined here. The metabolic rate is fixed to 70 W per square meter of body surface 

area, which represents a person with sedentary activity. The air velocity is set to 0.1 m/s. The 

relative humidity changes during the seasons: summer 70%, intermediate season 55% and 

winter 40%. The clothing insulation value (clo value) has a strong influence on the calculated 

comfort. It is assumed that people in their own homes have a tendency to adjust their 

clothing level to reach their preferred comfort level, therefore using a fixed clo value for 

winter and summer is not realistic (ISO7730 proposes a value of 0.5 for summer and 1.0 for 

winter). De Carli et al. [2007] found a correlation between ambient temperature and the clo 

value. Furthermore, they show that the clo value can change during the day by 0.2 clo (which 

corresponds to a sweater or a jacket). In the case studies, per month an upper and a lower 

limit for the clo value are defined (with a difference of 0.2 clo). The minimum value is 0.5 

during the summer months and the maximum value is 1.2 during the winter months. 

Intermediate values are used for spring and autumn. 

By substituting the PPDlimit and the discussed variables in the PMV equation, it is 

possible to calculate a bandwidth of acceptable temperatures (mainly influenced by the 

lower and upper clo range). Figure 5.4 show the calculated operative temperatures. The 

PMV equation is derived from steady-state laboratory experiments, which obviously do not 
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reflect the real situation in residential buildings. Therefore, Peeters et al. [2008] proposed a 

set of equations especially derived for residential buildings. These equations are (partly) 

based on measurements and calculate an acceptable temperature range. The main variable 

that influences the comfort temperature is an external reference temperature, which takes 

into account the ambient temperature of the previous three days. Figure 5.4 shows the 

temperature range as calculated with Peeters’ equations for the NEN5060-A2 reference. It 

shows good agreement with the PPD method discussed above. However, the PPD method 

allows for lower temperatures during the winter months, while Peeters’ equation allows for 

higher temperatures during the summer months. The lower temperature range of Peeters 

shows relatively high temperatures during the summer (23oC). 

 
Figure 5.4: Acceptable temperature range for the NEN5060-A2 reference year according to Peeters et al. 
[2008] and the operative temperatures calculated using the PMV method. 

5.4 Concluding remarks 

This chapter described the case study building that is used to assess the performance 

of the HATS concepts. Two variants of the case study building are defined, a lightweight 

case and a heavyweight case. Furthermore, performance indicators are introduced. In the 

next chapter, the difference in performance of the lightweight and heavyweight case is 

investigated. Their performance is used as a benchmark for the adaptable concepts in 

Chapter 7. 
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Performance comparison of lightweight and 

heavyweight case study building 

In this chapter, the performance of the lightweight Zonne-entrée building is 

compared to a heavyweight variant of the same building. The results of this comparison are 

used as reference values in the performance assessment of the HATS concepts in Chapter 7. 

6.1 Performance comparison of reference cases 

The difference in performance is investigated for the case study buildings as defined 

in the previous chapter. Both variants are identical except for the wall, floor and ceiling 

constructions. The constructions are elaborated in Section 5.1.1. In this section, first the 

performance of both variants is compared for a typical winter and summer week. The 

comparison is focused on the living room (zone A). Next, the performance is investigated 

per month and for a whole year. The latter is focused on both ground floor zones (zone A 

and B). 

6.1.1 Comparison: winter period 

The occupant scenario in this comparison is ‘evening occupancy’ with internal gains 

of 4 W/m2 and a ventilation rate of 1.2 ACH during occupied hours (as defined in Section 

5.2.3). Figure 6.1 shows the air temperature of the living room (zone A) with a window on 

the south. The surface temperature of the partition wall, adjacent to the kitchen (zone B), is 

also shown. This wall is oriented to the south and receives direct solar radiation. The heating 

energy demand and solar gains are also shown. The heating is ideally controlled based on 

the room air temperature. The figure shows that the lightweight building warms up quicker 

than the heavyweight building. This can be seen during the first day; the solar radiation heats 

up the air and the wall faster and to a higher temperature compared to the heavyweight 

building. During the second day, the temperature in the lightweight building also drops 

quicker, since no energy is stored. Considering this three day period, the shorter response 

time of the lightweight building reduces the heating energy demand by 15% compared to the 

heavyweight building. 
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Figure 6.1: Performance comparison of zone A in the lightweight and heavyweight case study variant for 
three winter days. Graph top: air temperature of the south facing room on the ground floor; graph middle: 
surface temperature of the partition wall; graph bottom: heating energy demand and solar gains. The 
lightweight building requires 15% less heating energy compared to the heavyweight building. Scenario: 
evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, ventilation rate 1.2 ACH. 

6.1.2 Comparison: summer period 

Figure 6.2 shows the results for three summer days. The same variables are 

presented as for the winter week, except for the heating energy demand (which is zero 

during these days). The figure also presents the influence of external blinds on the 

lightweight building. The lightweight variant shows stronger fluctuation of air temperature 
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and surface temperatures compared to the heavyweight building; peak temperatures are 2-

3oC higher. The influence of the external blinds is clear on the third day. The blinds reduce 

the solar gains, which reduce the peak temperatures; the peak temperatures of the 

lightweight and heavyweight building are almost the same. Below, the influence of the 

blinds is investigated for other occupant scenarios. 

6.1.2.1 Influence of external blinds  

The influence of external blinds is investigated for nine occupant scenarios (all 

combinations of internal gains and ventilation rates for ‘evening’ occupancy as defined in 

Section 5.2 and shown in Table 5.2). Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the number of discomfort 

hours in July for zone A (the same zone as discussed above). The boxplots show a clear 

reduction of discomfort hours for both variants when using external blinds: the lightweight 

variant shows a reduction of the median from 389 wPPDh to 57 wPPDh, and the 

heavyweight variant from 331 to 2 wPPDh. 

6.1.2.2 Influence of night ventilation 

Night ventilation is another method to reduce the risk of overheating during the 

summer period. The lightweight building can use night ventilation to flush warm air from the 

building with colder ambient air. The heavyweight building can use night ventilation to flush 

warm air, but also to cool the thermal mass. The cooled thermal mass can be used to cool 

the building during the next day. In this case study, natural night ventilation is made possible 

by two openings in the east and west façades of the building (cross ventilation). The 

effective openings are 1% of the floor area. Night ventilation is modeled using an air flow 

network. It is used when the following conditions are met: 

 0:00h < time < 6:00h 

 Tsurface > 22oC 

 Tambient < Troom 

 Tambient > 10oC 

The influence of night ventilation on the overheating hours is shown in boxplots 6.3 and 6.4. 

It shows that night ventilation is able to reduce the discomfort hours in the lightweight room 

to a median of 36 wPPDh, while reducing the influence of the occupants which is indicated 

by the smaller range in the boxplots. The median for the heavyweight room is still 2 wPPDh, 

however, the range is smaller than without night ventilation. 
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Figure 6.2: Performance comparison of zone A in the lightweight and heavyweight case study variant for 
three summer days. Graph top: air temperature of the south facing room on the ground floor; graph 
middle: surface temperature of the partition wall; graph bottom: solar gains. The influence of external 
blinds on the lightweight building is shown. Scenario: evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, ventilation 
rate 1.2 ACH. 

It is clear that night ventilation is able to improve the performance of both variants. 

Therefore, it is included in the reference cases. However, since many model runs are 

necessary for uncertainty analysis and design optimization purposes, night ventilation is 

simulated without an airflow network but instead by increasing the infiltration rate. This 

reduces the computational time of the model significantly. The models discussed above are 
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used to estimate the average ACH during night time for the summer months. A distribution 

is found with an average value of 4.4 ACH, a median of 3.8 ACH and Q1 and Q3 of 2.3 and 6.2 

ACH, respectively. Based on this distribution, an average value of 4 ACH is used in the 

simulations. 

  
Figure 6.3: Discomfort hours for zone A of the 
lightweight variant in July; based on the nine 
‘evening’ occupant scenarios (all combinations of 
internal gains and ventilation rates described in 
Table 5.2). 

Figure 6.4: Discomfort hours for zone A of the 
heavyweight variant in July; based on the nine 
‘evening’ occupant scenarios (all combinations of 
internal gains and ventilation rates described in 
Table 5.2). 

6.1.3 Comparison: months and whole year 

In this section, results are shown per month for zone A (the living room) and zone B 

(the kitchen). External blinds and night ventilation are used in both variants. Note, that the 

only difference between the variants is their constructions (walls, floors and ceilings). Figures 

6.5 and 6.6 show the results for the scenario also used in the winter and summer week 

comparison (evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, ventilation rate 1.2 ACH). These 

results are referred to as the reference case results using the symbol RC (as shown in the top 

right corner of the figures). The figures also indicate the uncertainty due to the uncertainties 

in building specific parameters. The Monte Carlo analysis (MCA) is performed based on the 

uncertainties as defined in Chapter 5. The sample size used in the MCA is 200; this is based 

on multiple MCA runs with different samples sizes. The smallest sample size that showed 

converged values for the standard deviations is chosen. The uncertainty is shown per month 

with error bars; the error bars represent an interval of two standard deviations. 

Figure 6.5 presents the heating energy demand. The differences between the 

monthly energy demands are shown in percentages above the bars. The energy demand 

difference over the whole year is 3%; 1702 kWh for the heavyweight building and 1652 kWh 

for the lightweight building. It shows that during the winter months, the lightweight variant 
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demands less energy than the heavyweight variant. However, the opposite is true during the 

intermediate seasons. Figure 6.6 presents thermal discomfort for the same scenario. The 

figure shows that discomfort (overheating) occurs in the lightweight building during the 

summer months. Overheating mainly occurs in zone B (the kitchen), early in the evening 

during warm periods in June and July. Overheating is caused by a combination of high 

ambient temperatures during the day and high internal gains due to cooking. The 

heavyweight building shows discomfort during the heating season. This is caused by 

undercooling; the capacity of the heating system is too low or the system starts too late with 

heating the rooms. In the next section, both variants are adjusted to reduce the comfort 

problems. 

 
Figure 6.5: Heating energy demand of the lightweight and heavyweight case study building per month. Each 
bar is divided in two parts: the lower part gives the heating energy demand for zone A (living room) and the 
upper part for zone B (kitchen). Percentages with heavyweight as reference value. The uncertainty due to 
the building specific parameters is indicated with error bars. The bars represent two standard deviations. 
Scenario: evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, ventilation rate 1.2 ACH. 
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Figure 6.6: Thermal discomfort of the lightweight and heavyweight case study building per month. Each bar 
is divided in two parts: the lower part gives discomfort hours for zone A (living room) and the upper part 
for zone B (kitchen). The uncertainty due to the building specific parameters is indicated with error bars. 
The error bar represents the interval Q15 to Q85. Scenario: evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, 
ventilation rate 1.2 ACH. 

6.2 Improving performance of reference cases 

Thermal comfort in both variants can be improved by adjusting the capacity and/or 

operation of the heating and ventilation system. For example, discomfort in the 

heavyweight variant occurs mainly during the winter and is caused by undercooling. This 

problem can be solved by adjusting the starting time of the heating system and increasing 

the heating temperature set point (for some days, a higher air temperature is required to 

compensate for low surface temperatures). Discomfort in the lightweight variant occurs 

during the summer and is caused by overheating. This problem can be solved by increasing 

the ventilation rate. In both cases, improving thermal comfort will cost additional energy. 

Figure 6.7 shows the heating energy demand after adjusting both variants (the same 

occupant scenario is considered: evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, ventilation rate 

1.2 ACH). These results are referred to as the improved reference case results using the 

symbol RC+ (as indicated in the top right corner of the figures). The heating energy demand 

of the heavyweight variant is 1921 kWh and is 1687 kWh for the lightweight variant; a 

difference of 12%. The simulations are also performed for the other eight occupant scenarios 

(the other combinations of internal gains and ventilation rates for ‘evening’ occupancy as 

defined in Section 5.2 and shown in Table 5.2). The total energy demand difference for these 

scenarios ranges from 10% to 14%. Overheating in the lightweight variant is reduced by 

increasing the ventilation rate in June, July and August. From 17 h to 21 h the ACH is 
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increased when Tzone > 23oC and Tambient < Tzone. Figure 6.8 shows the resulting thermal 

discomfort. The number of discomfort hours is 19 wPPDh for the heavyweight variant and 37 

wPPDh for the lightweight variant; a difference of 92%. Regarding all scenarios, the 

difference ranges from 12% to 95%; the maximum absolute difference is 23 wPPDh. The 

additional ventilation for the lightweight variant requires energy. The primary energy 

required for the extra ventilation is calculated based on the following assumptions: a 

pressure difference of 170 Pa over the ventilation system (based on NEN8088 assuming a 

simple system configuration: fans, vents, dampers, etc.), a fan efficiency of 0.5 and a primary 

energy conversion factor for electricity of 2.5. On average for these months the additional air 

change rate for zone A is 0.5 ACH; regarding the other scenarios, it ranges from 0.3 to 0.6 

ACH. For zone B the additional air change rate is 2.5 ACH; regarding the other scenarios, it 

ranges from 1.8 to 2.7 ACH. The calculated additional primary energy for this scenario is 45 

kWh.p which ranges from 31 kWh.p to 49 kWh.p for the other scenarios. The total primary 

energy use for heating and ventilation for the lightweight variant is 1732 kWh.p (10% lower 

than the heavyweight variant with 1921 kWh.p). The total primary energy use difference for 

all scenarios ranges from 9% to 12%. 

 
Figure 6.7: Heating energy demand for the improved case studies. Percentages are shown relative to the 
best performance of the month. The uncertainty due to the building specific parameters is indicated with 
error bars. The bars represent two standard deviations. Scenario: evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, 
ventilation rate 1.2 ACH. 
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Figure 6.8: Thermal discomfort of the improved lightweight and heavyweight case study building per 
month. The uncertainty due to the building specific parameters is indicated with error bars. The error bar 
represents the interval Q15 to Q85. Scenario: evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, ventilation rate 1.2 
ACH. 

6.3 Concluding remarks 

A comparison is made between a lightweight low thermal mass and a heavyweight 

high thermal mass variant of the same building. The results show that for the investigated 

occupant scenarios (with an evening occupancy pattern), the low thermal mass building 

requires less heating energy (10% to 14%) during the year than the heavyweight building. This 

is caused by a short response time and the resulting shorter pre-heating period. However, 

buildings with low thermal mass are also sensitive to overheating problems. These problems 

can be alleviated with stricter blind control strategies or appropriate ventilation strategies. 

In the discussed case study, the ventilation rate is increased to prevent overheating 

problems. The results show that this reduces thermal discomfort to comparable levels as for 

the high thermal mass building, however the low thermal mass building requires less primary 

energy (9% to 12%) to reach these levels. Another option to reduce overheating problems is 

to increase the building’s thermal storage capacity (these TES methods are discussed in 

Chapter 2). 

To conclude, it is possible to reach the same level of thermal comfort in the 

lightweight and heavyweight building variants. For the discussed cases, this requires more 

energy during winter for the heavyweight building, while it requires more energy during 

summer for the lightweight building. In the next chapter, it is investigated if this difference 

in performance can be exploited to enhance building performance. 
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7.1 Passive concept: Phase change materials 

In this section, the performance of PCM is investigated for the case study building. 

First, the PCM model that is used in ESP-r and other model assumptions are discussed. Then, 

various PCM design solutions are compared and optimized. 

7.1.1 Model 

7.1.1.1 Effective capacity method 

The ESP-r program contains a PCM model which is based on the so-called effective 

capacity method [Heim and Clarke, 2003, Heim, 2010]. This effective capacity method 

describes the material’s heat capacity as a function of the material’s temperature in the 

phase change temperature range (Figure 7.3). Below the melting temperature the material is 

fully discharged, above the solidification temperature the material is fully charged. Heim and 

Clarke make the following assumptions to simplify the model: 

 PCM composites are treated as a body of uniform equivalent physical and thermal 

properties regarding specific and latent heat, density and thermal conductivity. 

 Heat transfer process across the PCM wallboard is considered one-dimensional. 

Figure 7.4 shows a schematic representation of the PCM model in a two-layer wall. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.3: Graphical representation of the 
effective heat capacity method [Heim, 2010]. 

Figure 7.4: Schematic representation of a two-layer 
wall with an internal layer of PCM composites [Heim, 
2010]. 

 

7.1.1.2 Material properties 

PCM gypsum boards are used in the simulations with latent heat capacity of 330 

kJ/m2, specific heat capacity of 1.2 kJ/kgK, conductivity of 0.13 W/mK and a weight of 11.5 

kg/m2. The melting temperature is optimized in the simulation; a melting range of 2oC is 

assumed. 
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building is used; the gypsum board walls and ceiling are changed to gypsum boards with 

PCM. 

7.1.2 Design variant 1: one melting temperature for both zones 

In this section, the optimal melting temperature for both rooms is investigated. 

Therefore, the performance indicators are calculated for a range of melting temperatures 

from 15oC to 28oC (from here on, a PCM with a melting temperature of 21oC is referred to as 

PCM21). First, the results are discussed for one occupant scenario (scenario 2 with internal 

gains 4W/m2 and ventilation 1.2ACH). Later, the results are discussed for all scenarios. 

Figure 7.6 shows the results for the range of melting temperatures. The figure shows 

a minimum heating energy demand at PCM19 and minimum discomfort at PCM24. The 

heating energy demand of PCM19 (1300 kWh) is 20% less than for the solutions that demand 

the most energy (1620 kWh). The cause of this reduction is illustrated in Figure 7.7. The figure 

shows the air temperature of zone A, the north wall’s surface temperature and the heating 

energy demand for the heavyweight reference case, PCM19 and PCM24 for three winter 

days. The figure shows that during these days, the surface temperature of PCM19 is higher 

than for the other cases. Thus, PCM19 needs less energy to increase the surface and air 

temperatures when required; for these days, the energy demand of PCM19 is 52% less than 

the heavyweight case and 47% less than the PCM24 case. 

 
Figure 7.6: Heating energy demand and thermal discomfort summed for both zones for a range of melting 
temperatures. Discomfort is shown for the average night ventilation (NV) rate of 4ACH and for a lower 
(2ACH) and higher (6ACH) rate. Night ventilation indicates ventilation from 0:00 to 6:00h when the 
conditions for night ventilation are fulfilled (according to paragraph 6.2.2.2). 
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Figure 7.7 also shows that the temperature drop of the PCM19’s surface is almost the 

same as that of the heavyweight case. The surface temperature of PCM24 drops faster, since 

the temperatures are not high enough to melt the PCM. Therefore, during these days, 

PCM24 reacts faster to the heating system and to solar gains (see the temperature increase 

just after the solar radiation hits the wall); the heavyweight case and PCM19 react much 

slower since they store and release energy. 

  
Figure 7.7: Temperatures and heating energy demand for zone A. Surface temperatures are for the south 
facing partition wall.  
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Figure 7.8 shows the heating energy demand per month for PCM19 compared to the 

lightweight and heavyweight reference cases (RC) of Section 6.1.3. It also shows the 

uncertainty range due to the uncertainties in building specific parameters calculated with 

the MCA. The heating energy demand reduction compared to the case with the highest 

energy demand is shown per month in percentages. The yearly energy demand reduction is 

24% when compared to the heavyweight case and 22% when compared to the lightweight 

case. 

 
Figure 7.8: Heating energy demand for PCM19 compared to the heavyweight and lightweight reference 
cases (RC); this solution shows the lowest energy demand, but the worst thermal discomfort. The 
percentages indicate the difference between the PCM variant and the worst performing reference case. 
Scenario: evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, ventilation rate 1.2 ACH. 
 

Figure 7.9 shows thermal discomfort per month for PCM24, again compared to the 

reference case. The number of discomfort hours during the summer months is reduced: in 

June from 101 to 25 wPPDh and in August from 221 to 85 wPPDh. The yearly discomfort hours 

are 119 wPPDh compared to 94 wPPDh for the heavyweight reference case and 348 wPPDh 

for the lightweight reference case. 
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Figure 7.9: Thermal discomfort for PCM24 compared to the heavyweight and lightweight reference cases 
(RC); this solution shows the best thermal comfort, but the highest heating energy demand. Scenario: 
evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, ventilation rate 1.2 ACH. 

7.1.2.1 Results all scenarios 

Figure 7.10 shows the results of the PCM cases for all scenarios (the combinations of internal 

gains and ventilation rates described in Table 5.2) in a scatter plot. The average performance 

indicator value is shown. The non-dominated solutions are indicated with grey filled dots, the 

dominated solutions are the white dots. The heavyweight reference case (RC) is indicated 

with a dark grey dot and the lightweight case (RC) is plotted as the light grey dot with a 

dashed lined. The size of the dots indicates the robustness length (R). The area with the 

dominated solutions is shaded light grey. An uncertainty range (caused by the building 

specific parameter uncertainties) of two standard deviations is plotted for three distinct 

solutions on the Pareto front. The solutions are numbered 1 to 3; solution 1 is the variant with 

PCM24, solution 2 is PCM21 and solution3 is PCM19. 

The figure shows that one solution is within the uncertainty range of solution 3. If the 

DM is interested in this low heating energy demand region, the DM can use the robustness 

indicator to choose between the solutions. Solution 3 (PCM19) shows Rheating = 0.16 and 

Rdiscomfort = 0.44 and Rlength = 0.47. The other solution (PCM18) shows Rheating = 0.18 and 

Rdiscomfort = 0.45, Rlength = 0.48. Thus, PCM19 is preferred, since it is more robust to the 

occupant scenarios than the other solution. 
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Figure 7.10: Scatter plot of solutions with one melting temperature for both zones and reference cases 
(RC). The dashed boxes indicate the uncertainty range of solutions 1, 2 and 3. The dot size indicates the 
performance robustness (R); small dots are more robust than large dots. Smallest R = 0.31 with  = 3o 
(heavyweight reference case); largest R = 0.49 with  = -24o. Used scenarios: all combinations of internal 
gains and ventilation rates described in Table 5.2. 

7.1.3 Design variant 2: one melting temperature per zone 

In this section, it is investigated if the building performance will improve when a 

unique PCM is used per zone. In Figure 7.11 the results are shown for all possible 

permutations of the PCM range (152=225). The whole Pareto front shifts slightly towards the 

utopia point (0 energy demand and 0 discomfort hours). The area with dominated solutions 

is shaded grey as in the previous figure, however, now the lightest shade indicates the new 

dominated area. 

Solution 1 consists of PCM25 in zone A and PCM24 in zone B, solution 2 consists of 

PCM19 in zone A and PCM24 in zone B, and solution 3 consists of PCM19 in zone A and 

PCM18 in zone B. The solutions in the uncertainty range of solution 1 are less robust than 

solution 1; Rlength=0.43 compared to 0.46 for the others solutions. The solution in the 

uncertainty range of solution 2, with R=0.54, is less robust than solution 2 with R=0.52. 

Solution 3 is less robust (R=0.48) than one of the solutions (PCM18 in zone A and PCM19 in 
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times larger than that for the best comfort solution. In the next section, it is investigated if 

combining these two solutions will drive the Pareto front further toward the utopia point. 

 
Figure 7.11: Scatter plot of solutions with one melting temperature per zone and reference cases (RC). The 
dashed boxes indicate the uncertainty range of solutions 1, 2 and 3. The dot size indicates the performance 
robustness (R); small dots are more robust than large dots. Smallest R = 0.31 with  = 3o (heavyweight 
reference case); largest R = 0.54 with  = --26o. Used scenarios: all combinations of internal gains and 
ventilation rates described in Table 5.2. 

7.1.4 Design variant 3: two melting temperatures per zone 

Only the PCM characteristics that reduce the heating demand or the discomfort 

hours are used in the previous design variants. In this section, it is investigated if it is possible 

to combine both characteristics in one design solution. This is done by using walls with a 

double layer of gypsum boards with different melting temperatures. One layer with melting 

temperatures from 21oC to 28oC for thermal comfort, and the other layer with melting 

temperatures from 16oC to 20oC for heating demand reduction (lower temperatures do not 

reduce the energy demand according to the previous results). 

The scatter plot in Figure 7.12 shows a clear shift of the Pareto front to the left (see 

the lighter shaded area). The discomfort hours for the lowest heating solution are reduced 

from 382 to 168 hours for the same heating energy demand. The most robust solution within 

the uncertainty range of solution 1 consists of PCM20 for the first layer (i.e. the inside face, 

from here on ‘layer 1’) and PCM24 for the second layer in zone A (‘layer 2’). Zone B consists 

of PCM24 for layer 1 and PCM19 for layer 2 with R=0.44. The most robust solution within the 

uncertainty range of solution 2 consists of PCM19 for layer 1 and PCM24 for layer 2 in zone A, 
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and PCM24 for layer 1 and PCM18 for layer 2 in zone B with R=0.39. The most robust solution 

within the uncertainty range of solution 3 consists of PCM19 for layer 1 and PCM24 for layer 2 

in zone A, and PCM19 for layer 1 and PCM24 for layer 2 in zone B with R=0.47. 

In the figure, four clusters of solutions are indicated with colors (black, dark grey, 

grey, white); the clusters refer to the order of the PCM layers (low = PCM for energy demand 

reduction, high = PCM for thermal discomfort reduction; see legend). It shows that the 

double layer with the higher melting temperatures on layer 1 (the inside face) and the lower 

melting temperatures on layer 2 (the black dots), reduce the discomfort hours; however, it 

does not reduce the heating energy demand (compare to the dark grey dots). This is caused 

by the low conductivity of the gypsum boards; layer 2 is thermally insulated by layer 1 and is 

thus not used, i.e., during most heating days it does not reach the melting temperature 

during the day. 

The lowest energy demand solutions (dark grey dots) use layer 1 to store heat during 

cold days for reducing the energy demand and use layer 2 during warm days for reducing 

discomfort hours. The results show that the high melting temperatures in layer 2 are used, 

but less effectively than using them in layer 1 (compare to the black dots). Comparing the 

performance to the single layer with low melting temperatures (Figure 7.12), the results 

show that the same heating energy demand can be achieved, but with lower discomfort 

hours. Thus, this layer combination is shown to be beneficial. The solutions with the lowest 

discomfort hours (the white dots), use high melting temperatures in layer 2 for zone A. 

Although these PCMs are not used efficiently, it is still enough to reduce the discomfort 

hours in the zone. 

The results show that the low melting temperature should be used in layer 1 and that 

the high melting temperature can be used on layer 1 and 2, however, the latter is less 

effective in layer 2. Table 7.3 compares the characteristic solutions of the double layer 

approach to the variant with one melting temperature per zone. These results show that the 

double layer approach improves the performance of the best comfort solutions; however, 

the improvement of the best energy demand solutions is much stronger; as was already 

indicated by the horizontal shift of the Pareto front to the left. 
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Figure 7.12: Scatter plot of solutions with two melting temperatures per zone using a double layer of 
gypsum boards and reference cases (RC). The dashed boxes indicate the uncertainty range of solutions 1, 2 
and 3. The colors indicate the melting temperatures of each layer for zone A and B: ‘high-low’ means high 
melting temperatures (21-28oC) on layer 1 (the surface in contact with the air) and low melting 
temperatures (16-20oC) on layer 2. The dot size indicates the performance robustness (R); small dots are 
more robust than large dots. Smallest R = 0.31 with  = 3o (heavyweight reference case); largest R = 0.55 
with  = -26o. Used scenarios: all combinations of internal gains and ventilation rates described in Table 5.2. 

 

Table 7.3: Overview of characteristic solutions on the Pareto front; shown are the average thermal 
discomfort [wPPDh] and heating energy demand [kWh] per year. 

PCM zone A PCM zone B 
Thermal 

discomfort 
Heating 
demand 

Robustness 

Design solutions layer1 layer2 layer1 layer2 mean mean R 
1 - best comfort    one PCM per zone 25 - 24 - 118 1619 0.43 

Double layer 20 24 24 19 113 1546 0.44 
   2 – trade-off    

one PCM per zone 19 - 24 - 138 1453 0.52 
Double layer 19 24 24 18 121 1489 0.39 

   3 - best energy    
one PCM per zone 18 - 19 - 382 1329 0.47 
Double layer 19 24 19 24 163 1299 0.47 

7.1.4.1 Improved design with extra ventilation 

In this section, the double layer approach with low melting temperatures for layer 1 

and high melting temperatures for layer 2 is investigated further. The design is optimized 

again but this time with additional ventilation to reduce the discomfort hours; the same 

ventilation scheme is used as for the lightweight reference case in Section 6.2. The additional 

primary energy use for the ventilation and the heating energy demand are summed. 
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Figure 7.13 show the solutions including the two improved reference cases (RC+) 

from Section 6.2. The difference in energy use between the Pareto solutions is small; the 

solutions fall within each other’s uncertainty ranges. This discards the solutions around 

solution 3, since there is no significant energy benefit to compensate for the extra 

discomfort hours. Besides the overlapping uncertainty ranges for energy use of solution 1 

and 2, the uncertainty ranges for thermal discomfort also show overlap. This indicates that 

the mean performance of these solutions is almost the same in both objectives. However, 

the robustness of these solutions shows a range from R=0.41 to R=0.65. The solution with 

R=0.41 consists of layer 1 with PCM19 and layer 2 of PCM25 in zone A and layer 1 of PCM18 

and layer 2 of PCM24 in zone B. This optimized solution uses 1306 kWh.p and gives 11 wPPDh, 

which is an improvement compared to both reference cases: the energy use is reduced by 

32% compared to heavyweight (1921 kWh) and by 25% compared to lightweight (1732 kWh.p), 

the discomfort hours are reduced by 42% compared to heavyweight (19wPPDh) and by 70% 

compared to lightweight (37 wPPDh). 

 

 
Figure 7.13: Scatter plot with the performance of the double layer approach with extra ventilation during 
the summer months, also included are the improved heavyweight (dark grey dot) and lightweight (white, 
dashed dot) reference cases (RC+). The dashed boxes indicate the uncertainty range of solutions 1, 2 and 3. 
The dot size indicates the performance robustness (R); small dots are more robust than large dots. Smallest 
R = 0.20 with  = 7o; largest R = 0.75 with  = -28o (heavyweight reference case). Used scenarios: all 
combinations of internal gains and ventilation rates described in Table 5.2. 
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7.1.5 Discussion 

The results show that by applying PCMs it is possible to reduce the heating energy 

demand of the case study building (using melting temperatures lower than the heating set 

point) or to reduce discomfort hours (using melting temperatures higher than the heating 

set point). Moreover, it is shown that the building performance can be improved further by 

applying two melting temperatures in one room, i.e., by using a wall consisting of two 

gypsum boards with different PCMs. However, due to the low conductivity of the gypsum 

boards, the board with low melting temperatures should be used as the first layer (layer 1; in 

contact with the indoor air), while the board with high melting temperatures can be used as 

first or second later (layer 2), however, it is less effective in layer 2. 

This concept could be implemented as discussed by using two layers of gypsum 

boards. Another option is to implement PCMs with two melting temperatures into one 

gypsum board. This reduces the influence of the low conductivity and thus improves the 

efficiency of the PCMs, i.e., making better use of the full capacity of both PCMs. However, 

the total storage capacity per PCM should remain the same for the whole room. Therefore, 

the implementation is limited by the maximum amount of PCM that can be mixed with the 

gypsum. 
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7.2 Passive concept: Thermal storage walls with variable emissivity 

coating 

In this section, the performance of thermotropic coatings on a storage medium is 

investigated. Thermotropic coatings are coatings with changing material properties 

depending on temperature. Two (fictive) coatings are studied: a coating that changes its 

solar absorptivity (near-infrared radiation with wavelengths of 0.75 to 1.4 µm), and a coating 

that changes its long-wave emissivity (infrared radiation with wavelengths of 8 to 15 µm). It 

is assumed that the coatings are able to switch between a low and a high value of its 

adaptable property at a specified temperature. The objective is to investigate which coating 

improves the performance and which switching temperatures are optimal. If the 

performance of one of the coatings turns out to be promising, the material might be 

investigated and developed further. Note that these coatings are only useful on sensible 

storage methods, like water walls or concrete walls (since latent storage is already triggered 

by the PCM’s melting temperature). Therefore, the case study in this section is focused on 

sensible storage. 

7.2.1 Model 

A controller has been developed in ESP-r which is able to control the solar 

absorptivity (from here on, absorptivity) and long-wave emissivity (from here on emissivity) 

of all surfaces in the model. The controller changes the absorptivity and emissivity 

coefficients of a surface when the surface temperature reaches a set point temperature. 

Two coefficient values are possible, low = 0.2 and high = 0.9. In the ESP-r program these 

surface coefficients are considered time independent. Each time step, ESP-r uses predefined 

coefficients to calculate the radiant heat transfer per surface. The coefficients are defined in 

the ESP-r construction files (.con) and stored in the variables AI, EI, AE and EE. AI and EI store 

respectively the absorptivities and emissivities of the inside surfaces per zone, and AE and EE 

store those of the outside surfaces. These variables are found in common block: 

COMMON/PREC12/. The new controller changes the values of these variables after each 

time step for all the coated surfaces per zone. The surface temperature is compared to the 

defined set point temperature and the coefficients are changed accordingly. 

The ESP-r model uses the same night ventilation settings as in the PCM case study. 

The model’s uncertainty due to the building specific parameters is assessed with a MCA 

analysis: thermal discomfort shows a standard deviation of 6% and heating energy demand 

of 4%. 
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7.2.2 Design optimization 

The potential is investigated using the lightweight case study building (described in 

Chapter 5). It is expected that the coatings require a large surface to be effective, therefore 

the coatings are applied to all the walls. The storage capacity of the walls is increased by 

replacing the gypsum board constructions by the heavyweight wall constructions (described 

in Chapter 5, it can also be replaced by a water wall). By using the heavyweight walls, this 

case study cannot be qualified as lightweight anymore. However this case is useful for the 

purpose of this investigation. If the adaptation potential is small for this case with high 

storage capacity and a large surface, then it is certainly not useful for variants with less 

storage capacity and smaller surfaces. First, the performance of the case study building is 

compared for coatings with fixed material properties. These results are used to get an 

indication of the adaptation potential of each property. Next, the optimal switching 

temperature is investigated. The results are compared to the reference cases (RC) from 

Chapter 6. 

7.2.2.1 Fixed coatings 

Figure 7.14 presents the results for the low (0.20) and high (0.90) absorptivity and 

emissivity and for the absorptivity used in the reference cases (0.65). The figure shows that 

the emissivity influences the performance indicators, while the influence of the absorptivity 

on the performance indicators is negligible. Changing the emissivity from the high to the low 

value reduces the heating energy demand from an average of 1639 kWh (for the three 

absorptivity values) to an average of 1562 kWh; a difference of 5%. This difference is caused 

by the high long-wave reflectivity of the storage walls compared to the reflectivity of the 

lightweight floor and ceiling. This causes the floor and ceiling to absorb more long-wave 

radiation. Due to the low storage capacity of the floor and ceiling, their surface 

temperatures rise and due to convective heat transfer the air temperature also rises. During 

warm periods, the storage walls are not able to cool down easily due their low emissivity. 

This causes overheating and discomfort hours: 207 wPPDh for low emissivity compared to 

137 wPPDh for high emissivity. The small influence of short-wave absorptivity on thermal 

comfort can be explained by the external blinds. During summer months, when overheating 

is expected, the solar radiation is blocked by the blinds before it enters the building, which 

reduces the influence of the absorptivity on the performance indicators. In the next section, 

the absorptivity is fixed at 0.65 (as in the reference cases), the adaptable emissivity coating 

is investigated. 
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Figure 7.14: Results for low and high solar absorptivity (a) and long-wave emissivity (e). The reference cases 
(RC) are indicated with the dashed dots. The dot size indicates the performance robustness (R); small dots 
are more robust than large dots. The smallest R = 0.27 with  = -4o; the largest R = 0.43 with  = -7o 
(lightweight reference case). Used scenarios: all combinations of internal gains and ventilation rates 
described in Table 5.2. 

7.2.2.2 Adaptable coatings 

Two types of variable emissivity coatings exist: type 1, which increases its emissivity 

with increasing temperature and type 2, which decreases its emissivity with increasing 

temperature (see Section 2.3.2). According to Figure 7.14, it is necessary to have a high 

emissivity during warm periods and a low emissivity during cold periods, therefore, type 2 is 

not useful and not investigated further. Figure 7.15 shows the results of coating type 1 for a 

range of switching temperatures (from 16oC to 28oC). The switching temperature of Pareto 

solution 1 is 17oC in both zones. The switching temperature of Pareto solution 2 is 20oC in 

both zones. The difference between both solutions is small; the heating energy demands 

overlap, but there is a difference in thermal discomfort. The solutions in the knee-point of 

the Pareto front consist of switching temperatures between 20oC and 22oC. In general low 

switching temperatures show the lowest discomfort, while higher switching temperatures 

show higher discomfort. This was expected, since the coating performs as a fixed low-e 

coating, when the switching temperature is chosen too high (the surface temperature never 

reaches the switching temperature). The potential is small, since the two reference cases did 

not differ much in their performance. 
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Figure 7.15: Performance of case study with variable emissivity coatings on the inside surfaces and 
reference cases (RC). The dashed boxes indicate the uncertainty range of solutions 1 and 2. The dot size 
indicates the performance robustness (R); small dots are more robust than large dots. The smallest R = 0.24 
with  = 4o; the largest R = 0.43 with  = -7o (lightweight reference case). Used scenarios: all combinations 
of internal gains and ventilation rates described in Table 5.2. 

7.2.3 Discussion 

The variable emissivity coating shows potential to improve the building performance; 

however, their influence is small and depends on the availability of large surfaces of the 

storage medium. However, it is a relatively low tech solution which can be used to enhance 

the performance of other storage methods (creating hybrid solutions). 
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 Receive control signal from Matlab controller (stored in variable bcvbt_u): the 

control signal is either 0 or 1. Control signal 0 indicates decoupled storage, thus the 

conductivity should be set to the low value (0.01 Wm-1K-1); control signal 1 indicates 

coupled storage, thus the conductivity should be set to the high value (250 Wm-1K-1). 

 Change the conductivity of the relevant construction layers in array THRMLI to the 

requested value. 

 Compute the coefficients in the building side matrix MZCOE1. 

Basically, this controller can thus be used to change each construction layer in the model. An 

input file can be made per case study to define which layers to change. 

Figure 7.17 shows an example of changing the conductivity of the insulation layers for 

a partition wall; both sides of the wall are fitted with the same adaptation mechanism. The 

figure shows the temperatures (of one half) of the construction for four winter days. During 

the first two days, both sides of the wall are coupled, i.e., the conductivity of the insulation 

layers is set to the high value. The temperature of the storage wall (represented by a 

calculation node in the middle of the wall) fluctuates; the difference with the wall surface 

temperature is small. Furthermore, it shows that the temperature of the insulation layer is 

the same as the surface temperature. After the first day, the wall is decoupled, i.e., the 

conductivity of the insulation layer is set to the low value. The temperature of the storage 

walls stabilizes (due to small heat flow through the insulation layers), while the surface 

temperature shows strong fluctuations. 

 
Figure 7.17: Simulation results when switching the partition wall from coupled to decoupled storage. 
The surface temperatures of the south facing surface are shown. After the first day, the storage wall is 
decoupled from the room. The following temperatures are shown: solid black line is the storage wall; 
solid grey line is the insulation layer, dashed line is the surface temperature in the room. 
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demand reduction of 24% compared to the fixed coupled reference case (1218 compared to 

1598 kWh), while thermal discomfort is reduced to 123 wPPDh compared to 156 wPPDh for 

heavyweight and 772 wPPDh for lightweight cases. The differences between the controller 

settings are small, within the uncertainty range. 

 
Figure 7.19: Performance of controller with perfect predictions. Solutions indicate different controller 
settings (variations in control horizon length and optimization horizon length). These are results for the 
lightweight case study building with per zone three storage walls plus adaptation mechanisms. Used 
scenario: evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, ventilation rate 1.2 ACH. 

The previous figure showed the summed results for the whole year. However, when 

the results are analyzed per month, it appears that the optimal controller settings change 

per month. This is visible in Figure 7.20 which shows the discomfort hours per controller 

setting for May and June. Regard the performance with a control horizon of 2 days and a 

horizon length of 2 and 4 days; in May the horizon of 2 days performs better with 7 to 14 

wPPDh, while in June, the horizon of 4 days performances better with 16 against 19 wPPDh. 
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Figure 7.20: Thermal discomfort for various controller settings; the control horizon length is indicated 
below the bars (1 day, 2 days, 4 days), the bar color indicates the optimization horizon length (white, grey 
and black indicate respectively 1, 2 and 3 control horizons). 

Based on the previous results, the controller is configured using the optimal 

controller settings per month. This optimized controller is used to simulate the whole year; it 

finds a control sequence that results in the same energy demand reduction as the best 

sequence above; however, discomfort hours are reduced to 104 wPPDh. The performance of 

this controller is regarded as the performance bound; the control sequence is presented in 

Figure 7.21. Figures 7.22 and 7.23 show the performance per month compared to the fixed 

reference sequences. 

 
Figure 7.21: The performance bound control sequence; the line indicates that the storage is coupled, no line 
means decoupled. For both zones and each wall the control signal is presented. The lower graph shows the 
summed control signals per zone: light grey is one coupled wall, dark grey is two coupled walls, black is three 
coupled walls. 
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Figure 7.22: Heating energy demand for controller with perfect predictions (the performance bound) 
compared the fixed coupled and decoupled sequences; percentages indicate the difference between the 
highest energy demand and the energy demand of the optimized sequence. The uncertainty due to the 
building specific parameters is indicated with error bars. Used scenario: evening occupancy, internal gains 4 
W/m2, ventilation rate 1.2 ACH. 

 
Figure 7.23: Thermal discomfort for controller with perfect predictions (the performance bound) compared 
the fixed coupled and decoupled sequences. The uncertainty due to the building specific parameters is 
indicated with error bars. Used scenario: evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, ventilation rate 1.2 ACH. 

7.3.2.2 Controller with uncertainties 

In this section, the performance of a more realistic version of the controller is 

discussed; disturbances are introduced to this controller. In the following results, the 

controller parameters are fixed throughout the year. Figure 7.24 shows the results for the 

controller with disturbances compared to the performance bound (the hatched dot) and the 

reference cases (RC). The optimal control sequence is shown in Figure 7.25. It shows that the 
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disturbances influence the performance of the controller; regarding thermal discomfort, the 

performance ranges up to 194 wPPDh compared to 146 for the controller without 

disturbances. However, the (Pareto) optimal settings show small differences with the 

performance bound. The performance of the optimal settings (control signal length is 4 days 

and optimization length is 8 days) is an energy demand of 1230 kWh (1% higher than the 

performance bound) and 107 wPPDh (3% higher than the performance bound). Figures 7.26 

and 7.27 show the performance per month compared to the reference cases (RC). 

 

 
Figure 7.24: Performance of controller with disturbances. Solutions indicate different controller settings of 
control horizon length and optimization horizon length. Hatched dot is the performance bound. The dashed 
box indicates the uncertainty range of solution 1. The reference cases (RC) are indicated with the dashed 
dots. Used scenario: evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, ventilation rate 1.2 ACH. 

 

 
Figure 7.25: Optimal sequence for controller with control horizon of 4 days and optimization horizon of 8 
days. 
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Figure 7.26: Heating energy demand for storage walls with dynamic insulation and realistic MPC controller 
(i.e. including disturbances) compared to the reference cases (RC); percentages indicate the difference 
between the highest energy demand and the energy demand of the HATS concept. The uncertainty due to 
the building specific parameters is indicated with error bars. Used dcenario: evening occupancy, internal 
gains 4 W/m2, ventilation rate 1.2 ACH. 

 
Figure 7.27: Thermal discomfort for storage walls with dynamic insulation and realistic MPC controller (i.e. 
including disturbances) compared to the reference cases (RC). The uncertainty due to the building specific 
parameters is indicated with error bars. Used scenario: evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, 
ventilation rate 1.2 ACH. 

7.3.3 Discussion 

The results show that the storage walls with dynamic insulation are able to reduce 

the heating energy demand compared to the heavyweight reference case (RC) by 28%, while 

the discomfort hours are increased by 13 wPPDh. However, the discomfort hours are 

distributed differently over the year (see Figure 7.27); the heavyweight reference case shows 

discomfort mainly during the winter period, while the HATS concept shows discomfort 
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during the summer period. The latter is caused by high surface temperatures of the metal 

sheets in the adaptable wall construction, which can be reduced with additional ventilation 

during the summer months. Compared to the lightweight reference case (RC), the heating 

energy demand is reduced with 26% and the weighted discomfort hours are reduced by 241 

wPPDh; the heating energy demand reduction compared to the reference case is caused by 

the lower effective thermal capacity of the zones when the wall is decoupled (only the 

thermal capacity of the metal sheets is available when decoupled). In general, this HATS 

concepts show high potential to reduce the heating energy demand and increase thermal 

comfort. 

The performance of the investigate MPC controller (with disturbances) is almost the 

same as the controller’s performance bound: 1% and 3% difference between respectively 

energy demand and thermal discomfort. This indicates that the controller is robust and 

shows a low sensitivity to the disturbances. 

 

As mention in the introduction of this section, this concept can also be used based on 

other building elements with high storage capacity, like water walls. The diffusivity of water 

is higher than the diffusivity of concrete, which makes it more efficient to store thermal 

energy. Water walls can be implemented in various ways: 

 The water wall contains a fixed amount of water and the tank can be thermally 

insulated. The water level stays constant during the year. This is basically the same 

approach as discussed above. 

 The water volume is variable and will adapt to the required storage capacity. This 

requires systems with pumps. Furthermore, it needs to be considered where the 

water in the tank is stored when it is not needed in the room. The potential of this 

HATS concept is investigated by Rigopoulos [2013]. 
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happen to the PCM in decoupled state. For example, depending on ambient temperature, 

the PCM can be regenerated by flushing the cavity with outdoor air (3 in 

can be done using fans or natural ventilation. Of course, the use of fans will require 

additional energy, but in some cases, it might be more effective than natural ventilation. It is 

possible to define hundreds of daily control strategi

combinations of coupling and ventilation settings. Therefore, a controller is needed to find 
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This section discusses the performance of a second active HATS concept. The 
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the PCM is thermally decoupled

might provide the required opening/closing functionality. Using this HATS concept, each 

room can switch independently between low and high thermal storage capacity. However, 

the chosen PCM melt
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Figure 7.28: Room with thermally insulating ceiling (1) and a cavity (2) containing thermal storage 
materials (e.g. PCMs). The ceiling can be either open (1a), coupled thermal storage, or closed (1b), 
decoupled thermal storage. When the ceiling is closed, the cavity can be ventilated (3) with outdoor air 
using mechanical (fans) or natural ventilation (no fans).
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the optimal control strategy for each day; the MPC discussed in Chapter 3 and 4 is used in 

the next sections. 
 

7.4.1 Model 

The potential is investigated using the lightweight case study building (described in 

Chapter 5). As in the previous HATS concepts, only the two rooms on the ground floor are 

considered: zone A (living room, south orientated) and zone B (kitchen, north orientated). 

Each of these rooms consists of two thermal zones: one zone for the living space and one 

zone for the cavity with the PCM (Figure 7.30). It is assumed that the air in both zones is fully 

mixed when the ceiling opens. An airflow network is used to provide the ability to model 

natural and mechanical ventilation strategies. External blinds on the south façade are 

controlled based on indoor temperature and irradiation on the façade. An ideal controller 

provides heating in the living space. Since the HATS concept is able to switch between 

natural and mechanical ventilation, it is necessary to define convection regimes for both 

cases. The selected regimes are shown in Table 7.4. For the MCA (described below), each of 

the regimes is given an equal probability, i.e., a discrete uniform distribution is assumed. In 

the MCA, the air tightness is varied by changing the crack length value of a crack component 

in the airflow network. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7.29: Example of baffles with phase change 
materials (PCM). 

Figure 7.30: Geometry of the building model in 
ESP-r. 

 

Table 7.4: Convection regimes per ventilation strategy for each thermal zone as defined in [Beausoleil-
Morrison, 2000]; discrete uniform distributions (U) are assumed. The convection regimes make use of the 
correlations by Alamdari & Hammond (A3, B2, D), Khalifa & Marshall (B2, D), Fisher (C2) and the blended 
correlation by Beausoleil-Morrison (E). 
Thermal zone Convection regimes per ventilation strategy 
 dis. Natural ventilation dis. Mechanical ventilation 
Living space U A3, B2 U D, E 
Cavity U A3, B2 U C2, D, E 

 

As a reference case, the same building is modeled with heavyweight constructions 

(masonry walls, concrete floors), but without the cavity. The ventilation capacity and heating 

capacity is kept the same as for HATS concept. Figure 7.31 shows the simulated air and 

surface temperatures of three summer days for this reference case and the HATS concept 

with coupled and decoupled thermal storage. The influence of the coupled thermal storage 
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(solid dark grey line) is clear on the first day (ambient temperatures over 30oC) with an air 

temperature difference of 2oC compared to the building with decoupled thermal storage 

(solid light grey line). 

 
Figure 7.31: Simulated temperatures for three summer days for the south orientated room. Shown are 
the air temperatures for the heavyweight building (solid black line), lightweight building with decoupled 
thermal storage (solid grey line) and for the zone with coupled thermal storage (solid dark grey line). The 
dashed lines indicate the baffle surface temperatures. 

 

7.4.1.1 Performance indicator 

For this case study, the electricity consumption of the fans is included in the energy 

performance by calculating the total primary energy use. The total primary energy use (Etotal) 

is defined as the sum of the primary energy use for heating (Eheating) and for operating the 

fans (Efans). Eheating is calculated using the heating energy demand calculated by ESP-r and 

efficiency factors for the heating system described in Chapter 5. Heat is generated using 

natural gas; therefore no primary energy conversion factor is needed. Efan is calculated based 

on the required ventilation rate, the total pressure difference over the fan as calculated by 

ESP-r and a fan efficiency factor fan = 0.5. A primary energy conversion factor for electricity 

of 2.5 is used to calculate the Efan. 
 

7.4.1.2 Result thermophysical parameter uncertainty 

The performance of this HATS concept is studied for three weeks: a spring week with 

average temperatures (max. temperature 20oC), a hot summer week (max. temperature 

35oC) and a cold winter week (min. temperature -10oC) in the Netherlands. As for the HATS 

concepts discussed in the previous sections, the uncertainty of the ESP-r model is 

investigated using MCA. The results for the winter week are presented in Figures 7.32 and 

7.33. The winter week shows a normal distribution for Etotal with a maximum relative 

standard deviation (RSD) of 12.6%. The maximum RSD for the spring week is 2.1%. The 
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difference between the spring and winter week can be explained by the relatively large 

influence of the building specific parameters on Eheating compared to their influence on Efan 

(which depends much stronger on the chosen ventilation strategy), and because in winter 

80% of Etotal is used for heating compared to 30% in spring. The discomfort hours are not 

normally distributed. Therefore, the absolute range between the quantiles of 15% and 85% 

(ca. two standard deviations) is used to describe the uncertainty. This range has a maximum 

of 0.3 hours for the three scenarios in spring and 3.6 hours for the winter week. 
Winter week (coupled) 

 

Winter week (coupled) 

 
Figure 7.32: Box plots showing the total energy use 
(Etotal) of the building with coupled PCMs for 
different internal gains (average of 2, 4 or 6 W/m2). 

Figure 7.33: Box plots showing thermal discomfort 
of the building with coupled PCMs for different 
internal gains (average of 2, 4 or 6 W/m2). 

 

7.4.2 Design optimization 

As mentioned, the performance is investigated for a winter week, a spring week and 

a summer week. The performance is calculated for two reference cases, the heavyweight 

case study building and the lightweight building with only ‘decoupled’ control options, and 

for the lightweight building with all control options. Note that all cases have the same 

capacity for heating and ventilation. For a range of melting temperatures (20oC - 24oC) the 

MPC (discussed in Chapters 3 and 4) is used to calculate the performance indicators per zone 

for the three weeks. 
 

7.4.2.1 Optimization horizon length 

The controller’s optimization horizon length is investigated for each week and each 

Tm by varying it from 1 to 3 days. The control horizon is fixed to 1 day. In summer the 

controller shows the best performance (lowest discomfort and energy demand) with an 

optimization horizon of 2 days. For the spring and winter week a horizon of 1 day shows the 

best results. This difference in optimal horizon length is influenced by the uncertainty in the 

weather predictions. For a week with large uncertainties in the weather predictions (e.g. in 

spring and autumn), it is harder to find an optimal control sequence when the horizon length 
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increases (due to propagation of the uncertainties). In such a case it is better to reduce the 

horizon length. 
 

7.4.2.2 Results various melting temperatures 

Figure 7.34 shows the results per melting temperature using the optimal horizon 

length for each week. These results are used to select the optimal Tm per room (since the 

rooms are thermally decoupled). For the occupant scenario of 4 W/m2 this results in an 

optimal Tm of 22oC for zone A and 22oC for zone B. The occupant scenarios of 2 and 6 W/m2 

are also investigated, however these scenarios did not change the optimal Tm. Hence, it can 

be concluded that this PCM design is robust to the occupant scenarios. 

Figure 7.34: Results of the reference cases and HATS with different melting temperatures (Tm 20 oC-24oC). 
Each bar represents the summed weekly results; the lower part of the bar indicates zone A, the upper part 
zone B. The error bar shows the uncertainty based on MCA using the optimal control sequence. 

Table 7.5 and Figures 7.35 and 7.36 show the results of the optimal design solution for the 

occupant scenario of 4 W/m2: 

 Spring week: for both zones the optimized HATS control sequence is identical to 

the lightweight control sequence, which results in Etotal of 136 kWh compared to 

148 kWh for the heavyweight building (8% difference). Differences in thermal 

discomfort are small with 1 wPPDh. 

 Summer week: HATS chooses mainly for a heavyweight approach except for one 

lightweight day for zone B. This sequence results in a mean energy demand of 167 

kWh for all cases. However, HATS gives slightly lower comfort compared to the 

heavyweight building (6 to 0 wPPDh)(Figure 7.35). The lightweight building shows 

the highest discomfort with 90 wPPDh. 

 Winter week: HATS chooses mainly for a lightweight approach except for one 

heavyweight day for zone B, for both zones this leads to 0 wPPDh for zone A and B 

(Figure 7.36), and the lowest Etotal with 388 kWh compared to 443 kWh for 

heavyweight. The heavyweight case shows 53 discomfort hours for zone A and B 

compared to HATS due to undercooling (not enough heating capacity). 
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These results show that the HATS concept makes use of the optimal thermophysical 

behavior depending on the uncertainty scenarios. This leads to higher thermal comfort and 

reduced energy demands compared to both reference cases. 

  
Figure 7.35: Results PCM22 zone A for summer 
week; comparison of HATS to non-adaptable 
buildings for summer (90% prob. range). 

Figure 7.36: Results PCM22 zone B for winter week; 
comparison of HATS to non-adaptable buildings for 
winter (90% prob. range). 

Table 7.5: Results of the HATS model with PCM22 the model predictive controller. 
Total energy use Thermal discomfort 

[kWh primary] [wPPDh] 
Heavy Light HATS Heavy Light HATS 

Spring week 148 137 137 0 1 1 
Summer week 167 167 167 0 90 6 
Winter week 443 388 388 53 0 0 
 

7.4.3 Discussion 

This HATS concept improves building performance compared to the permanent 

thermal mass reference cases. For the three simulated weeks, the total energy use for 

heating and fans is decreased with 9% compared to the heavyweight reference case. 

However, more significant, thermal discomfort is decreased to 8 wPPDh compared to 91 

wPPDh for the lightweight case (due to overheating) and 53 wPPDh for the heavyweight 

case (due to undercooling). To achieve the same level of thermal comfort as the HATS 

concept, it is necessary to increase the ventilation capacity of the lightweight case and the 

heating capacity of the heavyweight case, which increases the total energy use of both. 

For the simulated weeks the energy demand does not differ between the PCM cases 

and the lightweight reference case. This indicates that during the heating period the PCM is 

not used for daytime energy storage, e.g. to store solar gains during sunny days. This is clear 

from the chosen control sequences for spring and for zone A in winter; yet, zone B is 

coupled for one day in winter. For that day, however, the baffle surface temperature did not 

reach Tm. The design can be adapted to store more energy during sunny winter days by 

selecting a lower Tm above the ceiling (e.g. 18oC); these PCMs can be decoupled when it is 

not needed. While for summer comfort, a higher Tm can be used in the walls of the living 
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zone (e.g. 24oC). Thus, adding an active component to the concept discussed earlier in 

Section 7.1.4. 

7.5 Concluding remarks 

In this chapter, the potential of four adaptable thermal storage concepts is 

investigated. The four concepts are defined based on the adaptation mechanisms discussed 

in Chapter 2. The concepts are grouped in active and passive operated concepts: 

 Passive adaptable thermal storage: 

1. Lightweight wall and ceiling constructions with PCMs. 

2. High thermal storage wall with variable emissivity and absorptivity coating. 

 Active adaptable thermal storage: 

3. High thermal storage wall with dynamic insulation or movable insulation. 

4. PCM above lowered operable ceiling. 

Figure 7.37 gives an overview of the performance of concept 1, 2 and 3 (all simulated for a 

full year) for the ‘evening’ occupant scenario with internal gains of 4 W/m2 and a ventilation 

rate of 1.2 ACH during occupied hours (as defined in Section 5.2.3). The figure shows the 

Pareto fronts of the optimized HATS concepts 1 and 2 and of the optimized HATS control 

strategy for concept 3. The performance of the concepts is compared to the performance of 

the heavyweight and lightweight reference cases (RC) as presented in Figures 6.5 and 6.6; 

the reference cases are two identical buildings except for their thermal mass. The figure 

shows that concept 3 (the storage walls with dynamic insulation) is Pareto dominant over 

the other concepts regarding the investigated performance indicators. 

Figure 7.37 shows that concept 3 is able to reduce the heating energy demand 

compared to the heavyweight reference case by 28%, however the total number of thermal 

discomfort hours are increased by 13 wPPDh. It is important to notice that the discomfort 

hours of the reference case and concept 3 are distributed differently over the year (see 

Figure 7.27); the heavyweight reference case shows discomfort mainly during the winter 

period, while the HATS concept shows discomfort during the summer period. The latter is 

caused by high surface temperatures of the metal sheets (see Figure 7.16) in the adaptable 

wall construction; these high surface temperatures can be reduced with additional 

ventilation during the summer months. Compared to the lightweight reference case, the 

heating energy demand is reduced with 26% and the weighted discomfort hours are reduced 

by 241 wPPDh; the heating energy demand reduction compared to the reference case is 

caused by the lower effective thermal capacity of the zones when the wall is decoupled 

(only the thermal capacity of the metal sheets is available when decoupled). 
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Figure 7.37: Pareto front of optimized HATS concepts (1 and 2) and of optimized HATS control strategy 
(concept 3) compared to the reference cases (RC). Scenario: evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, 
ventilation rate 1.2 ACH. 

The adaptation potential of each concept cannot be clearly seen from Figure 7.37, 

since the building design of concept 2 and 3 is not identical to the reference cases (different 

wall constructions). Therefore, Figure 7.38 shows the performance of each concept 

compared to two reference values per concept; the reference values of concept 2 are the 

performance values of coatings with fixed emissivity, and the reference values for concept 3 

are the performance values with fixed coupled and decoupled control sequences. The 

vectors in the figure point from the reference values to the optimized solutions and thus 

indicate the adaptation potential of the concept. For clarity the figure only presents the 

trade-off solutions per concept. Concept 3 shows the largest relative improvement between 

the reference values and the optimized solution. Concept 2 shows the smallest relative 

improvement. 

From Figures 7.37 and 7.38 it can be concluded that concepts 1 and 3 are promising 

concepts, while concept 2 shows less potential. However, it can be used to enhance the 

performance of other concepts in a hybrid solution. 
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Figure 7.38: Trade-off solutions of the HATS concepts (dots with bold border) with their reference values 
(dots with dashed border); the reference values of concept 3 are labeled. 
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Conclusions and future research 

8.1 Conclusions 

The potential and possibilities of combining the thermophysical benefits of low and 

high thermal mass buildings in one building concept are investigated in this research. The 

main objective is to investigate if these so-called hybrid adaptable thermal energy storage 

(HATS) concepts show potential to reduce the energy demand of lightweight Dutch 

residential buildings and maintain or improve thermal comfort. The main research questions 

(Chapter 1) are discussed below; a concise summary is given per question. This is followed by 

a discussion and the main conclusion regarding the HATS concept. 
 

1. Which (hybrid) adaptable thermal energy storage concepts are promising concepts for 

Dutch residential buildings? 

The first research question is addressed in Chapter 2. This chapter gives a concise 

overview of thermal energy storage methods that are used in buildings. It is discussed 

how these thermal energy storage methods can be used adaptable or made adaptable. 

Various adaptation approaches are identified and an overview of adaptation 

mechanisms is presented. The concepts are grouped in passive and active operated 

concepts. Passive operated concepts are operated without the help of external sensors 

and controllers; the adaptation mechanism actuates itself. Active operated concepts are 

operated using sensors and a controller; the controller actuates the adaptation 

mechanism based on sensed control variables. The following four promising concepts 

are defined and investigated in more detail: 

1. Lightweight wall and ceiling constructions with PCMs (passive). 

2. High thermal storage wall with variable emissivity and absorptivity coating (passive). 

3. High thermal storage wall with dynamic insulation or movable insulation (active). 

4. PCM above lowered operable ceiling (active). 
 

2. How to assess the performance of (hybrid) adaptable thermal energy storage concepts? 
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The second research question is addressed in Chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 3 defined the 

performance assessment methodology for HATS concepts and its methods. The 

method that is defined to optimize the design of the HATS concepts assesses the 

robustness of the design solutions to variations in building scenarios. The method is 

used to select the most robust performing design solution in a certain region of the 

Pareto front. The method can also be used for other design optimization problems. 

Chapter 3 also introduced the control strategy that is used to operate active HATS 

concepts. Based on literature review it is found that model predictive control (MPC) is 

the appropriate strategy. The robustness assessment method discussed for design 

optimization is also used in the controller to search for robust performing control 

sequences. Chapter 4 described the virtual test environment for design and operation 

of HATS concepts. The environment is based on the coupling of existing building 

simulation software (ESP-r) with software for design optimization and operation 

(Matlab). The coupling of both programs is facilitated by the middleware BCVTB. It 

results in a co-simulation approach with a wide application range besides building 

control; as long as the other program supports the BCVTB interface, it is possible to 

couple the programs. The new subroutines added to ESP-r make it relatively 

straightforward for ESP-r users to implement new controller concepts, or to change 

controller settings for the implemented controller. 

A significant part of this work consisted of developing the performance assessment 

methodology and the resulting virtual test environment; although these are developed 

for HATS concepts, both can be used for a wide range of other building concepts. 
 

3. What is the performance of the most promising (hybrid) adaptable thermal energy 

storage concepts compared to conventional lightweight and heavyweight buildings? 

The third research question is addressed in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. Chapter 5 described the 

case study building that is used to assess the performance of the HATS concepts. Also 

two references cases are defined: a lightweight low thermal mass variant of the case 

study building and a heavyweight high thermal mass variant. Furthermore, uncertainty 

ranges of the input parameters are defined and performance indicators are introduced. 

The difference in performance of the lightweight and heavyweight reference cases is 

investigated in Chapter 6. The results show that for occupant scenarios with an 

‘evening’ occupancy pattern, the low thermal mass building requires less heating 

energy during the year than the high thermal mass building. This is caused by a shorter 

response time and the resulting shorter pre-heating period. The difference in heating 
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energy demand for various occupant scenarios (variations in internal gains and 

ventilation rates) ranges from 10% to 14%. Overheating in the lightweight variant is 

reduced with stricter blind control strategies and increased ventilation rates (using 

fans). The performance of these case studies is used as a benchmark for the 

performance assessment of the adaptable concepts in Chapter 7. 

The performance of the HATS concept is investigated using two approaches. The first 

approach generalizes the adaptable thermal storage concept using a simplified 

adaptation model (Appendix A; introduced in Chapter 2); the intention of this approach 

is to get a preliminary, general indication of the potential. The results of this general 

approach show that adaptable thermal storage provides the same level of thermal 

comfort during cold periods as the lightweight reference case, however, without the 

need for additional fan energy during warm periods. The results also show that 

adaptable thermal storage provides the same level of thermal comfort as the 

heavyweight reference case, but without the need for additional heating energy during 

start-up periods. Furthermore, the results show that the occupancy pattern has a strong 

influence on the potential of adaptable thermal storage. 

The second approach focuses on the four promising HATS concepts; the objective of 

this approach is to model and study the concepts in detail (Chapter 7). The proposed 

performance assessment methodology is used to assess the performance of the four 

HATS concepts. The results show that the third concept is Pareto dominant over the 

other concepts regarding the investigated performance indicators. Compared to the 

heavyweight reference case, the heating energy demand is reduced by 28%, while the 

discomfort hours are increased by 13 wPPDh. However, the total number of discomfort 

hours is distributed differently over the year; the heavyweight reference case shows 

discomfort mainly during the winter period, while the HATS concept shows discomfort 

during the summer period. The summer discomfort can be reduced with additional 

ventilation. Compared to the lightweight reference case, the heating energy demand is 

reduced with 26% and the weighted discomfort hours are reduced by 241 wPPDh. 
 

In Chapter 1, it was hypothesized that the HATS approach is able to reduce the 

energy demand and increase thermal comfort in lightweight Dutch residential buildings. This 

hypothesis is supported by the research in this thesis. The research shows that the HATS 

approach is able to reduce the heating energy demand, while improving thermal comfort 

compared to the lightweight reference case. However, the potential energy demand 
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reduction of the HATS approach depends on the building scenario (occupant scenario and 

climate): 

 The occupancy pattern has a strong influence on the potential of adaptable 

thermal storage. In general, buildings which are used intermittently or during short 

periods benefit from adaptable thermal storage. Examples of such buildings are 

residential houses with people working during the day or hotel rooms. However, 

buildings which are used during long and constant periods benefit less from 

adaptable thermal storage. 

 The investigated HATS concepts show potential when it is possible to charge and 

discharge the storage material during the day. Therefore, these concepts are more 

effective in climates with moderate or large temperature differences during the 

day (e.g. the investigated Dutch climate or other similar climates, Köppen climate 

Cfb), than in climates with small temperature differences (e.g. tropical climates). 

Furthermore, the potential energy demand reduction is influenced by the building design. In 

Appendix A.1.2 it is shown that the potential depends on the thermal resistance (Rc-value) of 

the external façade. The lowest investigated thermal resistance (Rc = 3 m2K/W) shows the 

highest potential; this is caused by stronger indoor temperature fluctuations due to the 

lower thermal resistance. The potential study of the promising HATS concepts is performed 

with Rc-values of 5 m2K/W, which is higher than the required 3.5 m2K/W in the Dutch building 

codes. If the required Rc-value will increase to a value above 5 m2K/W, then the potential of 

the HATS concept will reduce. However, it is not certain that this will happen, since buildings 

with these high Rc-values are probably very sensitive to overheating (i.e. not robust), while 

the energy benefits of the extra thermal insulation are small. Furthermore, the thickness of 

the wall constructions will increase, which is not practical in building construction. 
 

This research shows that the HATS approach is able to reduce the heating energy 

demand compared to the heavyweight reference case, while showing almost the same level 

of thermal comfort. Another advantage of the lightweight building with HATS compared to 

the heavyweight reference case is the smaller required capacity of the heating system; this 

reduces the investment costs for the total heating system. 
 

The application potential of HATS concepts in lightweight buildings depends on the 

design problem at hand. Basically, two types of HATS concepts are investigated in this 

research: lightweight concepts and heavyweight concepts. These types are not suitable for 

each design problem: 
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 Lightweight concepts are based on latent thermal storage (PCM) or building 

elements embedded with pipes and transport fluids (water, PCS). These concepts 

are especially suitable when the building weight is a design constraint. For example 

in top-up extensions for renovation projects where the existing building 

foundations are a constraint or for temporary or floating buildings. 

 Heavyweight concepts are based on building elements with a high (sensible) 

storage capacity, e.g. water walls or concrete floors. These concepts are only 

suitable when the additional weight of the storage medium can be accommodated 

by the building design, i.e. by using heavier foundations. 
 

In conclusion, this research shows that it is possible to reach high levels of thermal 

comfort in lightweight buildings by using appropriate building designs (e.g. blinds and 

ventilation strategy) or by applying thermal energy storage techniques. The same high levels 

of thermal comfort can be achieved by applying HATS concepts; however, in addition to the 

comfort improvement, the HATS concepts will also reduce heating energy demands. 

Furthermore, the HATS concepts are able to adapt to changing occupant scenarios, thus 

maintaining optimal performance during the lifecycle of a building. 

8.2 Future research 

Future research related to this research: 

 The current research is positioned in the ‘discovery’ phase of the technology 

development pathway (discovery, development, demonstration and deployment). 

Since this project is based on virtual experiments; the next step is to perform 

experiments and measurements in a mock-up. The following investigated case studies 

show potential and are (currently) technically feasible: 

o PCM design with multiple melting temperatures (for cooling and heating) in one 
room. 

o Dynamic thermal insulation of building elements with high storage capacity (e.g. 
concrete ceilings or water tanks) using an adaptation mechanism (e.g. a louvre 
system). 

 Investigate the combination of HATS concepts with climate adaptive building shells 

(CABS). CABS are facades that are able to adapt to their environment [Loonen et al., 

2013]. Combining HATS and CABS might improve building performance. 

 Investigate the possibilities of using active HATS concepts in demand side management 

(DSM) strategies. DSM strategies are used to change the shape of the load on the 

electricity grid in order to optimize the whole electricity system. This becomes 
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important in order to avoid grid instability when more non-dispatchable energy sources 

(wind, solar) are used to generate electricity and supply electricity to the grid [Gellings, 

2009]. 

 



 

 

Appendix A: Preliminary potential study 

A.1 Simplified adaptation model 

This section describes a general approach to investigate the potential of adaptable 

thermal storage. For this purpose, a simplified adaptable thermal storage model is used. 

First, the model is used to investigate the adaptation potential of zone A and B. Next, the 

method is applied to all rooms in the case study building. 
 

A.1.1 Adaptation zone A and B 

The adaptation model uses the results of the reference cases (RC) presented in 

Figures 6.5 and 6.6. A simplified monthly adaptation model is made by choosing the building 

variant with the lowest discomfort (primary criterium) and lowest heating energy demand 

(secondary criterium) for each month. It is assumed that the thermal mass of both zones is 

able to change independently. The results for the occupant scenario with internal gains 4 

W/m2 and ventilation rate 1.2 ACH are shown in Figures A.1 and A.2; the performance is 

compared to the improved reference cases (RC+) presented in Figures 6.7 and 6.8; thus, the 

results indicate the highest possible potential. This simplified adaptation model shows a 

heating energy demand reduction of 17% per year compared to the improved heavyweight 

variant and 6% compared to the improved lightweight variant. For the heavyweight variant, 

the reduction is 16% in zone A and 18% in zone B. For the lightweight variant, the reduction is 

6% for zone A and 18% for zone B. The adaptation model shows 24 wPPDh, which is slightly 

lower than the 33 wPPDh for the improved lightweight case, but slightly higher than the 

improved heavyweight case, 19 wPPDh. Overall, the model shows that adaptation reduces 

discomfort to the same level as the improved cases, while using less energy. 
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Figure A.1: Heating energy demand of the improved reference cases (RC+) compared to monthly adaptation 
of the reference cases (RC). Percentages are shown relative to the best performance of the month. The 
uncertainty due to the building specific parameters is indicated with error bars; the bars represent two 
standard deviations. Scenario: evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, ventilation rate 1.2 ACH. 

 
Figure A.2: Thermal discomfort of the improved reference cases (RC+) compared to monthly adaptation of 
the reference cases (RC). The uncertainty due to the building specific parameters is indicated with error 
bars. The error bar represents the interval Q15 to Q85. Scenario: evening occupancy, internal gains 4 W/m2, 
ventilation rate 1.2 ACH. 

Results of the nine occupant scenarios for evening occupancy (all combinations of 

internal gains and ventilation rates as defined in Table 5.2) are shown in Figures A.3 and A.6. 

Scenario 1, 2 and 3 are the low ventilation rates with respectively the low, medium and high 

internal gains, scenario 4, 5 and 6 are the medium ventilation rates with respectively the low, 

medium and high internal gains and scenario 7, 8 and 9 are the high ventilation rate with 

respectively the low, medium and high internal gains. The energy demand reduction ranges 

from 14% (scenario 7) to 19% (scenario 9) for both zones compared to the improved 
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heavyweight variant RC+; 14% to 17% for zone A and 15% to 20% for zone B. The discomfort 

hours reduction ranges from 0% (scenario 7) to 53% (scenario 9) compared to the improved 

lightweight variant RC+; the maximum absolute difference is 23 wPPDh. 

The influence of the adaptation frequency is investigated by increasing the switching 

frequency from monthly to weekly and daily. The results are also shown in Figures A.3 and 

A.4. The energy demand reduction for the weekly adaptation ranges from 15% (scenario 7) to 

19% (scenario 9) compared to the improved heavyweight variant RC+; the reduction of 

thermal discomfort hours ranges from 0% (scenario 7) to 53% (scenario 9) compared to the 

improved lightweight variant RC+. For a daily switching frequency, the heating energy 

demand reduction ranges from 17% (scenario 4) to 21% (scenario 9) and the discomfort hours 

reduction from 0% (scenario 7) to 53% (scenario 9). 

Figure A.3: Yearly heating energy demand of zone A and B of improved reference cases (RC+) and of a 
switching thermal mass (switching per month, week and day). Shown are nine occupant scenarios (s1 to s9; 
all combinations of internal gains and ventilation rates described in Table 5.2) with ‘evening’ occupancy. 

 
Figure A.4: Yearly discomfort hours of zone A and B of improved reference cases (RC+) and of a switching 
thermal mass (switching per month, week and day). Shown are nine occupant scenarios (s1 to s9; all 
combinations of internal gains and ventilation rates described in Table 5.2) with ‘evening’ occupancy. 
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Figure A.5 shows the switching behavior of the adaptable storage per adaptation 

frequency for scenario 2 (internal gains 4 W/m2 and ventilation rate 1.2 ACH.). Monthly 

adaptation switches two times per year; zone A switches earlier to the heavy variant than 

zone B, probably because of higher solar radiation on its façade (south orientated). Weekly 

and daily adaptation show more switches, mainly during the intermediate seasons. 

Zone A (south orientated): 

 
Zone B (north orientated): 

 
Figure A.5: Switching behaviour for monthly, weekly and daily adaptation: control signal = 1 indicates that 
the model uses the lightweight variant of the zone, control signal = 2 indicates that the model uses the 
heavyweight variant of the zone. Results for scenario 2 (internal gains 4 W/m2 and ventilation rate 1.2 ACH) 
with ‘evening’ occupancy. 

A.1.2 Adaptation whole building 

The previous section showed the switching potential for the two ground floor zones. 

The same approach is also used to calculate the switching potential of all rooms in the 

building. The potential is investigated for the ‘evening’ and ‘day & evening’ occupancy 

patterns. For the ‘evening’ scenario, adaptation reduces the total heating energy demand of 

the lightweight variant by 7% and of the heavyweight variant by 25%, while maintaining a high 

level of thermal comfort. The heating energy reduction for the ‘day & evening’ occupancy 

pattern is 27% for the lightweight variant and 7% for the heavyweight variant. This clear 

change in potential is caused by the longer occupied period in the ‘day & evening’ occupancy 

pattern, which prevents the temperatures from dropping to the same level as for the 

‘evening’ occupancy pattern. Since the temperatures in the building remain more constant, 
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the benefit of the lightweight variant’s short pre-heating period is diminished. Furthermore, 

the south orientated zones in the ‘day & evening’ occupancy pattern make use of the 

heavyweight variant’s storage capacity to store solar gains during winter days. This reduces 

the heating energy demand during the day for these zones; the energy demand for the 

north orientated zones is the same for both variants. 

The potential also depends on the building design. A set of variations on the case 

study building are made using the design options presented in Table A.1. The maximum 

number of discomfort hours is set to 150 wPPDh per year. This design set gives a maximum 

heating energy demand reduction of 35% with 150 wPPDh; this design variant consists of Rc-

value = 3 m2K/W, window size = 90% and window U-value = 1.1 W/m2K. This building variant 

shows a stronger relation with the outdoor environment than the base case study; this 

increases temperature fluctuations in the building, which increases the potential for 

adaptable thermal storage. 

Table A.1: Design options. 
Design parameters Base case Option 1 Option 2 Unit 
Thermal resistance external constructions (Rc) 5 3 8 [m2K/W] 
Window size 50 25 90 [%] 
Window type (U-value) 1.1 0.7 2.7 [W/m2K] 

A.2 Optimizing thermal mass per zone 

The simplified model in the previous section switches between two extreme cases 

(light or heavy). In this section, the optimal quantity of effective thermal mass Ceff (as 

defined in equation 1.1) of the case study building is investigated (thus an intermediate 

effective thermal mass is possible). The optimal quantity of Ceff is defined as that quantity of 

(permanent) Ceff that provides the best building performance (based on a trade-off between 

the building performance indicators). Sensitivity of the optimal quantity of Ceff (from here 

referred to as ‘optimal thermal mass’) during the year, e.g. due to the change of seasons, 

implies that the building performance benefits from having an adaptable mass. The optimal 

thermal mass is investigated using the NSGA-II algorithm (Deb et al. [2002]; see also Chapter 

4). The algorithm is able to change Ceff per zone between 5 kg/m2 and 100 kg/m2 with a step 

size of 1 kg/m2. The optimization algorithm changes Ceff by altering the density of the 

materials that are in contact with the indoor environment. The zones are thermally 

decoupled by an insulation layer in the partitioning constructions. 
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A.2.1 Optimal thermal mass per year 

Figures A.6 and A.7 show the optimal thermal mass per zone optimized for the whole 

year. The figures show the solutions with the same performance, i.e. within the uncertainty 

range of the best performing solution. The bars indicate the median thermal mass of these 

solutions; the whiskers indicated the maximum and minimum thermal mass. A small 

deviation around the median indicates that the value is important to achieve the optimized 

performance. Deviating from this value will affect the performance of the solution; a large 

deviation shows that the value can be changed without affecting the performance too 

much. The figures show that the ground floor zones for the ‘evening’ scenario perform 

optimally with a low thermal mass, while the zones on the first floor require a higher mass. 

These zones use this mass to buffer the heat received via conduction through the flat roof. 

The ‘day & evening’ scenario requires higher thermal mass throughout the year for all zones. 

  
Figure A.6: Results optimal effective thermal mass 
(Ceff) for whole year; ‘evening’ occupancy pattern. 

Figure A.7: Results optimal effective thermal mass 
(Ceff) for whole year; ‘day & evening’ occupancy 
pattern. 

A.2.2 Optimal thermal mass per season 

Figure A.8 shows the optimal thermal mass per zone optimized per season for the 

‘evening’ scenario. In spring and summer the zones on the first floor (C, D and E) require 

more thermal mass to prevent overheating than the zones on the ground floor (A and B). In 

winter this is also the case for zones C and D (orientated on the south). The relative low 

thermal masses of zones A and E compared to zones C and D are caused by differences in 

floor level and orientation: there is no conduction through the roof in zone A and there is no 

direct solar radiation in zone E. For the ‘day & evening’ scenario, the south orientated zones 

(A, C and D) require a higher thermal mass during the winter than for the ‘evening’ scenario 

(Figure A.9). The extra thermal mass is used to buffer solar gains and prevent overheating 

during the day. 
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Figure A.8: Results optimal effective thermal mass 
(Ceff) for case study building with five zones and 
‘evening’ occupancy pattern – season. 

Figure A.9: Results optimal effective thermal mass 
(Ceff) for case study building with five zones and 
‘day & evening’ occupancy pattern – season. 

The performance of the building with the optimized yearly thermal mass is compared 

to the optimal thermal mass per season. For the ‘evening’ occupancy pattern, the optimal 

thermal mass per season reduces the heating energy demand by 31% and reduces discomfort 

hours by 28%. For the ‘day & evening’ scenario, the heating energy demand is reduced by 4% 

and the discomfort hours by 13%. The results show that each room has a unique optimal 

thermal mass depending on its orientation, floor level and occupant scenario. Furthermore, 

the optimal thermal mass is shown to be sensitive to the change of seasons. 

A.3 Discussion 

The results show that adaptable thermal storage is able to provide the same level of 

comfort as the improved lightweight variant RC+, however, without the need for additional 

fan energy. It also shows that the same level of comfort can be provided as with the 

improved heavyweight variant RC+, but without the need for additional heating energy 

during start-up periods. Furthermore, the results show that the occupancy pattern has a 

strong influence on the potential of an adaptable storage capacity. A building which is used 

intermittently or during short periods will benefit from adaptable thermal storage. However, 

a building which is used during long and constant periods benefits less from an adaptable 

thermal storage. 

A.3.1 Performance robustness 

The range in performance caused by the scenarios as seen in Figures A.3 and A.4 is an 

indicator of the performance robustness of each case study variant. Regarding thermal 

comfort (Figure A.4), the range of the heavyweight variant is smaller than the range of the 

lightweight variant, which indicates that the heavyweight variant is more robust to the 

scenarios. This range can be quantified using a dispersion indicator. In this case, the median 

absolute deviation (MAD) is used to calculate the robustness; MAD is defined as the median 
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of the absolute deviations with the data’s median. It shows that for thermal discomfort, the 

adaptable variants are more robust performing than the other variants (Table A.2) and daily 

adaptation shows the most robust performance. No clear difference is shown for heating 

energy demand. 

Table A.2: Performance robustness of the building variants. 
 Robustness indicator (MAD) 

Building variant 
Heating energy 

demand 
Discomfort 

hours 
Heavyweight 6% 15% 
Lightweight 8% 22% 
Adaptable - monthly 8% 10% 
Adaptable - weekly 8% 10% 
Adaptable - daily 8% 7% 

A.3.2 Modeling assumptions 

As mentioned, several assumptions are made to simplify the adaptation model. 

These assumptions influence the results and are discussed here. The approach 

underestimates the energy needed when switching from a lightweight to a (fully) charged 

heavyweight variant. The approach assumes this energy appears for free. Depending on the 

number of switches from light to heavy, this error might grow. Figure A.5 shows that for 

monthly adaptation only one switch from light to heavy occurs per year, so the maximum 

error is 1 * total storage capacity. Daily adaptation shows more switches and therefore the 

error might be bigger; note that the error depends on the stored energy in the storage 

medium when the switch occurs (the heavyweight variant is not always fully charged). 

Furthermore, the model assumes an ideally controlled adaptable thermal mass, i.e., there is 

no delay in the system response. The model also assumes that it is possible to remove or 

completely thermally insulate the charged storage materials from the building, when 

switching from a charged heavyweight building to a lightweight building. Also no effects of 

(re- or dis)charge of the storage medium in isolation are considered. Moreover, it is assumed 

that both zones are thermally decoupled and thus the state (lightweight ór heavyweight) of 

one zone will not influence the other zone. This is not true in the case study building; the 

partition wall is thermally insulated, but heat transfer through conduction is still possible. 

Appendix B elaborates on the error that might occur due to these limitations. 

The limitations of the simplified adaptation model are resolved in the models used in 

Chapter 7. 
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the results for the fixed insulation states and thus matches those lines exactly. This is not the 

case for method 2 in which the history effect of the storage capacity is taken into account. 

The influence of this history effect is clear from the graphs in Figure B.3. The graphs show 

the temperatures of the construction layers in the partition wall for a period of 6 days 

(indicated with the dashed box in Figure B.2). 

 
Figure B.2: Surface temperature of partition wall (zone A) for coupled sequence, decoupled sequence, 
method 1(cut and paste; grey background indicates ‘coupled’, white background indicates ‘decoupled’) 
and method 2 (advanced). Simulation period: 16-31 October; the dashed box indicates the six days which 
are analysed in detail in Figure B.2. 

The bottom graph of Figure B.3 shows, for method 1, a clear jump in the temperature 

of the storage wall during the switch from decoupled to the coupled state. This jump is not 

visible for method 2. It is clear that this jump might cause differences in the simulated 

performance indicators between the two methods. The potential effect of this jump is 

investigated for the heating energy use (no discomfort occurred during this month) in Figure 

B.4. The figure shows the cumulative heating energy use for method 1 and method 2 for the 

whole month; indicating a 27% difference between the two methods towards the end. 

Depending on the number of switches and the amount of energy stored during each state, 

this difference will likely grow. 

B.3 Conclusion 

Based on these results, it is safe to assume that method 2 gives more accurate results 

since history effects are taken into account. Therefore, method 2 is used to investigate the 

potential of the HATS concepts in Chapter 7 of this thesis. 
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Temperature; surface: 

 

Temperature; insulation material: 

 

Temperature; storage wall: 

 
 

Figure B.3: Surface temperature and construction temperatures of the wall with dynamic insulation. 
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Figure B.4: Cumulative heating energy for the simulation period (16-31 October); a difference of 27% is 
observed between method 1 (cut and paste) and method 2 (run-time). 
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